Ufitpofti) Emeriti ti.
ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 22,

atiDrrtisrmrnt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK
Coat lost
Sheriff's sale
Horses for sale
Union Trust Co
N E Tel A Tel Co
J A IIsyues—Groceries
Hancock Co Having* Hank
Water Power of Maine
E H Baker—Optometrist
Bucksport Rank statement
Flora A Davit-Petition for divorce
Probate notice—William H V Robertson et al
—Heirs of George F Haskell
Bliou theatre—The Kaiser the Beast of Merlin
Officer* and corporators elected for Hancock Co Savings bank
Waltham:
Clark A Russell—Wood for sale

Your Accumulations:
or

Are they under the centre! of promoters, or under your

control?

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Deposited regularly in the savings department of this
bank, your accumulations will be safe from loss, always
worth par and accrued interest, always available, and will
grow as

steadily

as

your

industry

sllswobtu

at

In

POSTOmCB.

effect. May 20, 1918.

will let them.

MAILS RBOBITBD.

Week Day.
From Wbbt—7.11 s m; 4.28 p m.
From East—11.00 r m; 5.4
and 10.52 p m.
HOJB mall not distributed until following

morning.)

Arrives from the west *.11
west 4.40 p m.
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home fur the
He

home
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by

two weeks

1 wish to announce that 1 have purchased the entire stock of
watches, clocks, jewelry, etc., of the K. F. Robinson Co. and shall conSince increasing the
tinue doing business at the same old stand.
stock, 1 now oiler the public a complete and up-to date line of watches,
clocks,.jewelry, silver, china and glassware, etc.
I am also prepared to make alt kinds of repairs on watches, clocks,
jewelry, etc., and guarantee perfect satisfaction in every respect.
Most of Mr. Robinson's old customers probably remember me when I
in his employ. I should be pleased to meet these old customers,
as well ss many new ones.
Mr. Robinson will continue the optical and talking machine
business as usual. l.arge stbck of Victor records constantly on hand.
Thanking you for your future patronage and assuring you of my perwas

Music

by

furnished

was

illness.

timetable went

new

Mt.

Desert

Miss Cbristiua

branch

into effect

on

The

Sunday.

last

the

page 5 aiqi the mail schedule
this page have been corrected to date.

timetable

sonal attention, 1 am, yours for business.

on

on

The senior class of the Ellsworth high
school iB rehearsing for ita class play,
“Much Ado About Betty,” to be presented at Hancock ball Friday evening, June
14.
Fred E. Cooke is directing the play.
Chief Goodwin and a few of the fire-

G. W. HIGGINS,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE

responded

men

!

to

call for

a

the

afternoon

Bucksport
fire

The

was

valuable

reaching

timber.
work

All

I be

l-Chalmers truck with extra tire, all in good condition.
1-1918 4 Chalmers, 5 passenger touring car.
1—Model 28 Buick runabout, in good condition.
1—i’uilman, new tires, electric starter, newly painted.

on

brook.

before

I controlled

I

fire

forest

a

Saturday

late

Barron’s

road at

CARS

finished

returned
at

room

the

to

the

or

unfinished must

Junior

courthouse

Cross

Ked

Saturday

by

afternoon, as that will be the last meeting of the season. Workers are requested
to return needles.

The

—-PUBLIC AUTO SERVICEJ

Main Street, Ellsworth, Me.

1®'*

high

Ellsworth

school

baseball

team met defeat at the bands

of Bar Har-

Wednesday

afteruoon.

bor

last

high

The

score was

was

also defeated

man

22-13.

The Ellsworth

team

by Sullivan high at WyScore,
Saturday afternoon.

Park

11-8.

WALL PAPER
As usual

•bich

are

with very small change in

prices except

Hath room and Oatmeals

less than last year.

SERVICE FLAGS-AIV> ERIC AINJ FLAGS
Wool bunting flags advanced
®

per cent twice in April. The government—the
Every official building
critical buyer recommends the uae of cotton bunting.
Washington displays cotton bunting flags—Invincible bunting, all faat color, name
and appearance aa wool, double warp and tilling, and much cheaper. Hee them

before

you

15

buy.

J. A. THOMPSON

Pythias,

at

Lewiston

week.

last

that

he

was

Mr.

soon

to

be

hoped that his release
will be granted on
representations to
Germany from the government of FinIt is

attesctttesma.

Optometrist

At Ellsworth Office,

66 Oak St.

Saturday to Wednesday inclusive

We Will Buy

&

SON

5000 Cords

—Established 1867—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
^Presenting some of the

Storage

leading companies of this

Batteries Repaired and

Recharged
Batteries Tested Free
A. R. ROYAL

aUt* 8t., next Court
House, Ellsworth

and foreign countries.

Peeled Poplar

Public Car WHITCOMB, HAYNES &
Day

or

Night

Service

DAVID LINNEHAN
Ttltphont 117-2

■

■■•worth, M«.

Friday afteruoou,
day observance in

Memorial

practically

are

issue of the

because the guiding chart was wrong, and the vessel was stranded
upon the shoals. See that your financial chart is right—that your
funds are secure. Your account is invited.

meeting for next Sunday the members of Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.,
will be detailed as usual to decorate
On Memorial

Hancock County

graves of soldiers. Before the afternoon
exercises at the hall, the relief corps will
conduct memorial services for naval comF.

Ship Went Down

The

completed.

made elsewhere in this

union

day evening.

bridge.

WHITNEY
ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Savings Bank
Maine

Ellsworth,

Princi-

E, Stoddard of the Ellsworth high

a

chorus.

O. W. TARLEY
Fire Insurance

The Ellsworth fife

the
past year through the efforts of Commander Small, will act as escort for the
organized during

and drum corps,

Ellsworth

RHon© IA

day.
ACCIDENTS.

War

RKI> CROSS DRIVE.

People

of

County Aroused

Hancock

people

campaign through
last Friday

The whirlwind
section
much

of
to

the

county

arouse

interest

Stops

made

not

only in the
the
throughout

earth caved in

the

MAINE

left

knee

the

injury

The
wall

was

car

Director,

it

Diet. 7.

At the

car.

to make the
store the

will b**

of the

car

great that

so

wall.

Whitcomb, Haynes &

Whitney
Ellsworth Falls,

Maine

•

PAPERS,
PAINTS, VARNISHES, Etc.

WALL

permanent.

Large

with the brick

a large hole was
The front of the

week

last

occurred

Ralph
who

rail-car

motor

the

on

getting

severe

his

plowed

scalp

up the

receiving

face,

two
the
men.

and

numerous

bruises and

Mr.

of his

wound. One shoulder was
It was a narrow escape for

injured.

also

both

Slitorrtisnntiits.

recruiting

FOR SALE

Dry Butt Ends

Union memorial Sunday services will be
held at Hancock ball next Sunday evening
Tbe order o! service is as follows:
at 7.30.

$1.50

per cord at mill

Dry Slab Wood
$2

per cord at mill

CLARK & RUSSELL
WALTHAH, HE.
i

Ship us Your
Poultry
Either Live

or

Dressed

Also Eggs and Veal
Prospects are for STRONG PRICES. We
have unexcelled facilities for
marketing
shipments at TOP PRICES. Prompt returns.
Try us. Write for shipping cards. Address
Dept. A.

ADAMS,

of them.

Union Memorial Servlet*.

Painter and Paper Hanger

road-bed

breaking off
Sprague struck on the
head, receiving a severe

cuts and

two teeth.
back

About

rails, throwing the

the

Linnehan

with

section.

in

use

Washington Junction,

below*

jumped

Mr.

their

over

they

which

C. F. FULLER

Harold

looking after the block signals
Nicolin to Mt. Desert Ferry, were
coming up the line from the Ferry on

car

NEW STORE ON STATE STREET

fore-

Saturday

and
Sprague
are
employed

from

j

:

new

of

accident

railroad

the

line of paper to select

from, latest patterns, all
stock, at my
ELLSWORTH

and

fourth

Linnehan,

service

•

cards

Fertilizer

wrecked.

noon.

Eg-

"Arise ye Patriots”.Chorus
Invocation.Rev R B Mathews
"Across the Vale”.. .Chorus
Scripture lesson.Rev R H Moyle
Devotion.Rev J W Tickle
"Memorial Day Memories”.Chorus
In Memoriam.Rev B H Johnson
"Hail to Old Glory*.Chorus
.The Mizpah
Benediction

speed

fair

in the

was

the

overseas, but so many important posts
are not supplied with a secretary that an
for
men has
active
r>een launched all over the United States.
of
the
committee
members
The
recuiting
for Hancock county are C. F. Hosmer
and Guy Torrey of Bar Harbor.

campaign

board

Franklin streets he

to the knee

was

The

Wanted.

in this

was

impact

broken

“A thousand men a month!” This is
the slogan of the national war work
council of the Y. M. C. A. in response to
an urgent call from General Pershing for
a thousand men a mouth to act as Y. M.
G. A. secretaries in France. There are
men

exemption

to

Seed Oats

bruises.

! miles

2,000

men

Seed Wheat

symptoms of internal injury have
developed. His daughter Sylvia, who
was
with
him,
escaped with slight

serving coffee and
part of the lunch, members of the party
box
luncheons. The
party
carrying

over

work

given the chair-

FOR SALE

No

branch of the Red Dross

Y. M. C. A. Secretaries

I have

airtjcttisrmerus.

was thrown out, and hia
badly broken. It is feared

Grindal

Mr.

Eggemoggin

also to the officers and ladies of the
gemoggin branch at Brooklin.

Hancock

adjoining.

moine.
of

themselves
in

certain amount of

Local

steering gear went wrong, and Mr. Grindal lost control of the car, which swerved
across
the sidewalk, just grazing the
Clark store, and crashed into the brick
underpinning of the Phillips building

stop there were speaking and
The speakers of the day were Rev.
music.
J. W. Tickle, Supt. W. H. Patten, Fulton
J Redman, and B. B. Whitcomb of Ellsworth, and J. Sherman Douglas of Lastop for luncheon

in his Ford

a

avail

dentists

carry to the dentist
they decide to have work done.
Harvard Greelv,
for the

Near W. J. Clark’s

further hill.

At each

ladies

of the local

examination and

him.

W^ter and

running

was

meetings.

the

on

Franklin street
square at

generally turning out for the open-air

At Brooklin the

man

free.

C. W. Grindal was the victim of the
accident, which happened Friday
evening. Mr. Grindal was driving down

South
Bluehill,
Bluehill,
Bluehill,
Brooklin, Sedgwick, South Brooksville,
West Brooksville, and the Bluehill mines.
At each place the party was received enthusiastically, schoolchildren and citizens

made,

for them

a

third

East

Surry,

at

county to do

bones being broken beeg crushed,both
low the knee. Mr. Mayo was standing in
the ditch or catch basin, when rocks and

did

fore the start.
were

of the offer of all

of his left forearm.
The second accident happened Friday
afternoon, when Henry Mayo, working
for the city on a culvert on Birch avenue,
near C. E. Monaghan’s house, had one

visited, but
county.
The party of sixty-five, in fifteen automobiles, with the naval reserve band
stationed at Lamoine, left Ellsworth at
8 o’clock in the morning. The band
played three selections hi the square betownB

passed their
accepted should

who have
been

both bones

one

Dental Notice.

It is the wish of JLieut. Heckard, U. S.
A., that all enlisted and drafted men,

the sidewalk rail and was climbing down
the retaining wall when he fell, breaking

thoroughly awake to the splendid work
that the Red Cross is doing, and most
of them grasp at the opportunity to help
in this work. Solicitors from all parts of
the county report a readiness to give, the
most frequent complaint from those solicited being that they cannot give more.

already

T*lep»ton« 146-11

C. c. BURRILL

of Ellsworth

♦-A

Osgood was re-elected grand master of
reached Ellsworth ou the return trip at 7
exchequer.
in the
| o’clock, and the band again played
the
through
square before leaving for Lamoine.
Peters,
Congressman
Hancock county chapter, and parThe
secure
to
is
Department of State, trying
ticularly those tn charge of this trip, exthe release of Henry C. Emery, still de- tend tbauks to the naval reserve band,
was
it
under the direction of Herbert Perry, and
though
tained in
Germany,
understood

EDWARD H. BAKER
Graduate

E. C. Osgood, Harry L. Crabtree, Harry
C. Ht rat ton, C. J. Brown, M. Y. McGown
Charles H. Leland attended the
and
meeting of the grand lodge, Knights of

liberated.

MAIN STREET

AGENTTREASURY DEPT

CHAPTER OF

Doyle.
A

on or

UNION TRUST
COMPANY

of the United Steles

cav^HT

Bangor,

pay-

9.

Closing Days of Last Week Unlucky
for Ellsworth People.
to Need of This Great Work.
Friday and Saturday of last
Thursday,
Francis |H. Murch. who has enlisted as
All over Hancock county patriotic and
week were unlucky days for several
an engineer, left Bangor last Friday for
energetic solicitors are busy obtaining Ellsworth
people. Broken limbs, cuts
Fort Slocum, N. Y.
subscriptions to the second great Red and bruises tell the story of a chapter of
fl00,000,000. This accidents.
Miss Agnes Marshall has returned to Cross war fund of
county’s share is |16,600. The week must
South Poland, where she is employed,
James, the fifteen-year-old son of Mr.
see Hancock county over the top m this
after two weeks’ visit here.
Mrs. David Carney, opened the
and
Each town knows its allotcampaign.
Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett and daughter
chapter Thursday evening. While passmost of them, it is hoped, will exment;
ing ball in front of Morang’s garage,
Marion, who have spent the winter in
ceed it. Hancock county has not failed
the ball went over the retaining wall
Cambridge, Mass., arrived borne to-day. our
boys at the front yet, and will not and down on the rocks between the
Another of those delightful dances was
now.
garage and river. Carney climbed over
held at Society hall Saturday evening.
of
Hancock county are
The

ANNOUNCEMENT

Overland and W illys Knight Cars, Oarford Trucks

in

application

AUTHORIZED

UNITED STATES

Coughlin will read Lincoln's
Gettysburg speech. Music will be under
the direction of Harry L. Crabtree, who is

last week.

GARAGE

fcjryg
q
lY.J.d.

James

vacation.

past

hospital

brother

Announcement is

pal

Hollis Linscott of Bar Harbor
visited in Ellsworth and West Hancock

SECOND-HAND

for

Ellsworth

Mrs.

SILVY’S

(

May

Miss Adams was
long illness.
born in Ellswortb seventy-six years ago,
and this city had always been her home.
She leaves one brother, Capt. John Q.
Adams.
The funeral was held at the

still unable to be out.

is

before

with

made

school will deliver the address at the hall.

John Frazier has been confined to his

Ellsworth,

ment in full

a

rades at the Main street

D. Tapley in at home from U. of M.
summer

at the

are now

Bonds to subscribers who

Members of the woman's relief corps are
requested to contribute to the refreshments which will be served on Memorial
day at the close of the afternoon services,
at the banquet room of Hancock hail, to
the mem tiers of the post and their comrades, clergymen and wives, speakers and

Thursday

BONDS

prepared to made delivery,
of Third Liberty Loan 4 1-4% Coupon

Young, Harry Allen, Russell Richmond, Edwin Royal, Chandler Hag^thy,
John Dorgan, Albert Clark and Linwood
Smith. They left Monday for the training quarters at Winthrop Center.

organizing
Paul

C. W. Grindal

8 2 MAIN STREET,

We

en-

movement:

Alonzo

Plans

Midnight Tuesday.

SS cents

Mater Street

be worked out.

listed in the Junior volunteer

COUPON

4'4%

Rev. R. B. Mathews officiating.

KLLMW OKTH.

at

midnight.]

at

4am

Seed Oats, bushel, #1.20

Agricultural

IX

Ending

Temperature

which will be sold at $4.22 a bushel

carload

speedily

following Ellsworth boys have

The

after

May 91, I91H.
| From observations
taken at the powei
station of the Har Harbor A Union Rivet
Power Co., In rills worth.
Precipitation is
In
inches for the twenty-four hours
given

Schumacher’s Stock Feed, Bag:, S2.90

--Fertilizer of All

a

hour before mail closes.

COTTON SEED MEAL

Grass Seed, 99»4%

the matter may

died

Registered mail should be at post-office half
an

a

means
of obtaining his
(and Germany has not yet
given definite refusal; the next resort
would be by exchange of prisoners, and
this would be slow and difficult. Congressman Peters is hoping, however, that

Miss Henrietta C. Adams of Ellsworth

Sunday e.

An unusual opportunity Is offered farmers and stockowners to
make a material saving by feeding cottonseed meal. I hare received
000 bags of this meal, and am able to make a low price:

$2.80

at posTorncn

Ooiwo W bat-10 JO a u; 5.10 and 9 pm.
Goibg East-4.80 am: 4.00 p m.

Feed

on

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN

this

musicians.

mails closb

Save

If

release fails

••

they grew lug by frequent and regular additions,
are they shrinking through ill-advised investments0
Are they earning a safe and certain rate of interest0
Are

own

SibbcTtiartnentg,

land, but the obstacle here met is the
fact that the United Slates has never
recognized the independence of Finland,
and is therefore disbarred from claiming
that Mr. Emery was arrested on neutral
soil.

No. 21.

IT"" »<££»„'i

1918.

CHAPMAN & CO.,
(The old reliable firm'*
37 North Market St.,
Boston, Mass.

Farm

Machinery

Carload just received.

Mowers, Rakes, Tedders, Harrows, Cultivators, Spreaders,
Cream Separators

L. E. TREADWELL,

Oak St. and Birch Ave., Ellsworth
Agent tor
Internationsl Harvester Co. ot America

Among

fflutual Benefit Column.

FARMERS HAVE WONDERFUL
OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE

BV

KDITBl>

**

40KT

MAD®!’1.

and

Hopeful

E. Pinkham’s

met.

The

necessities for shipment abroad
Allies are very

to our army and our
large and amount to

roughly 75,000,-

000 pounds of meat and meat
products of all kinds per week against
normal
of less than 15,000pre-war
•00 pounds.
NEIGHBORHOOD

~CLUBS.

_.

In many cities and towns
in the
State of Maine there are neighborhood or community clubs which inelude the churches and other organlrations,
or
temperance
fraternal
meeting regularly and considering all
sorts of matters touching the neighborhood welfare. These clubs have
been giving a good deal of attention
to food conservation, as their
programs show. The result has been
helpful, and it is noteworthy that
where these neighborhood clubs have
taken an active Interest in food and
other patriotic questions, there the
pastors of the churches have paid attention to the matter from the pulpit
Thp neighborhood club speaks well
for the enterprise and the
spirit of
the neighborhood. One of these clubs
that has had a war kitchen, reports
an
awakening Interest not only in
regard to food conservation but in
everything connected with the vigorous prosecution of the war.

ASK COOPERATION.

—

BCHOODIC, 4‘JU, FRANKLIN.
even*ng two caadklates
instructed in the final degTers.

Ta.—" During the
thirty year* I have been married. I have
been in bad health
end had several attacks of nervous
prostration until it
seemed as if the
organs in my whole

body

Thursday

NXOOUN.

Msy 18,

finally
persuaded to try
Pinkhem’s
I.ydiaE.
Vegetable Compound and it made
• well woman
I can now
me.

3K»? NORTH

were

BLL8WORTH.

co-operate with

of

do
all my housework
and advise all ailing women to try
Lydia EL E’inkham's Vegetable Compound and 1 will guarantee they will
derive great benefit from It”—Mrs.
FRANK Fitzceral.0, 25 N. 41at Street,
West Philadelphia. Pa.
There are thousands of women everywhere in Mrs. Fitzgerald's condition,
suffering from nervousness, backache,
headaches, and other symptoms of a

it

sia

voted to

bureau to hold

a

farmers'

of

when other line*

destroyed,

from the front

line trencbea

released

fly

back

to

the base with

victory

their messages, on which
defeat may hang. Ninety-seven

or

per cent, of message* entrusted to
reach their destination.”

pigeon*

fraoM miss rswun.)
Plain Barley Cake—Two cups barley
flour, 54 cup fat. 154 teaspoon* baking ;
powder, % cu|) milk, % cup corn syrup, I
1 egg, % U-aspoon salt, 1 cup raisins, flaCream fat, add syrup, and cream
voting.
together thoroughly. Add beateneggand j
milk; add the sifted dry ingredients and
raisina. Pouimtoa shallow greased pan
and bake about twenty minutes in a mod-

Oatmeal Drop CakkrOoe cup barley flour, 154 cups rolled oat*,
V* cup fat, % cup brown sugar, 54 caP corn
Barley

and

tablespoons

syrup, 1 egg, 3

w

ater, 2 tea-

baking powder, 5** teaspoon salt,
; 54 teaspoou cinnamon, 54 cup nuts, 54 cup

\

spoons
raisins

Cream fat And sugar, add ayrup
Combine the flour, rolled

and

water.

oats,

baking powder and salt and add to

first mixture.
in

a

Add cinnamon,

Drop on greased

raisina.

moderate

pans

nuts

and

to decorate the graves of their comrades.
Many of them followed those men, grasp-

and bake

membered

;

these

trying

Mrs. Emma A.

Heed visited

May

tend to the volunteer tire

sections of the town.

us

just

as

good

as ever.

—Sadis.

Saturday.

threatened

for

Red

Home Companion for
copy of a painting by Coiea

Roman's

Jane bus

a

Phillips named “My Homing Pigeons."
Of them he writes: “Pigeons interest me

Mrs. Murchie A.

her

Cray Hair

tfafikok

and the

spent several weeks with her
parents, Gapt. and Mrs. C. E. Dyer, left
Friday for Limestone, Mr. Gordon’s new
charge.

hotel.

over.

Mr.

where it
and the

the car, and was run
Murch took the t>oy home,

GiUey,

had

been

his

for

spent
sister, Mrs.

soma

months

usual until he went to viait

as

bis

and

man-

Joseph

Thompson

Charles

and

the church common,

on

Eloc

Leneot Solo of Amw ACodkiwo hi the World.
Isll swniUn. fas Bone*. 10c.. 2Sc.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis and children,
Northeast Harbor, spent tbe week-end
with Wilson Eaton, wno is still very
Mrs.
Helen Preble and chilpoorly.
are

spending

a

TAKE IT IN TIME

week there.

JuMt

People

REACH.

Mrs.

•pent

a

iMurm
tew

Waldo

Urinary

e

Dsmon snd little son Koy
last week in Kockland.

Lowe snd Eugene Hardy went to
Wednesday to join the steam

Ellsworth Palls case :
Levi W. Bennett, retired farmer. Mill
Kt., nays: “After taking cold%I have noticed my kidney# were weak and disofdered. 1 #!#<*. have had headache# and
dizzy spell#, and at time# rheumatic pain#
1 got s
in my shoulders, arm# and hips.
supply of Doan’s Kidney Pills at E. 0.
Moore’s Drug Store and after using them
Here's

Alicia.

L

Mrs. Sadie Grey and eon- Harold, ot
Sergentville, who have been guests of
Mrs. Coggins, have returned home.
Mrs. Evermrd

Young,

who has

Bangor and Portland

been at

hospitals

suffering

from kidney trouble.
Whenever
my kidneys aren't acting right, 1
use Doan’# Kidney Pills and they never
fail to cure the attack."
Price aoc, at all dealers. Don't simply
s»k for s kidney remedy—gel Doan # Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Bennett
had. Poster-Miiburn Co., Mfgre-i Buffalo,
1 find

worth is with her.

Tramp.

20.

the furniture.”
Pooled Wild Beasts.

Stanley, the explorer, found the

Bilious?
Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
taate? Complexion sallow? Liver perhaps
needs
waking
BeguleU for
up. Doan’s
bilious attacks. SOc at all stores—Adit.

na-

tive Africans knew the art of camouflage and hud practiced It for hundreds
of years.
He adopted some of the
methods of the blacks and his bugs of
big game were reuiurkable. The native Africans donned the skins of nulraals with horns, head and all. when
hunting. Denizens of the jungle often
were fooled Into standing their ground
when the bluck hunters attired In
skins approached.

{
Children Like
To Take It.

N._V.

APTKR THREE YEARS
Many men and women are sick and don't
Borne never disoover they have
know it.
kidney trouble until they apply for life inThe kidneys are working all the
surance.
time, filtering poisonous waste out of the
blood stream, and when they become weakened or deranged, backache, pains in sides
and grolna. so-called rheumatism, laaguidneea. .swollen joints and other symptoms
develop. W. B. Moss, Ogden, Ark., writes:
“Pbley Kidney Pills relieved me of severe
kidney troubles of three years a landing
—Moore's Drug Btore.

__

MUCH RHEUMATISM
Jio-Fay
No-Corf
Loral Druggist’s
Offer Attracts Many Sufferers.
II there are any theumatic sufferers in

towu who have not availed themselves of
C. E. Alexander’s
generous offer they
should do so at onoe.
rgr» aMr. Alexander elates that if Kheuma,
for
rbeumsthe guaranteed prescription
lism, does not give any purchaser quick
sud joyful relief be will return the purcbsae
without uny quibbling or red
—

Some Early Candlat.
The candles of the Romans were
composed of string surrounded either
by wax or pitch. Splinters of wood,
covered with fat were used by the
English poorer classes In 1300.

i

an

awhile, the trouble disappeared. 1 can
recommend l^oan’s Kidney Pills to anyone

tor

treatment, is at home. She is no batter.
Her daughter, Mrs. Leon Tate, of Ells-

May

\

\

them.

SOUTH SURRY.

the

trouble# often follow.

Abt in time by curing the kidneys.
1 loan's Kidney Pills are especially for
weakened kidneys.
Many people in this locality recommend

days

May IT.

Ellsworth

of
Have.

Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect kidney backache

New York

yacht

Pcorea

an

Hubbard.

Edith Dsmon Is seriously ill.
Mis* Sarah Marshall of Deer Isle wet
week-end guest of Mrs. P. D. Eaton.

4

m

enter

of

May 20.

where

SacfiamK

from Bangor Sunday, also
Mrs. Esther Kingiburyof Ellsworth sud
Mrs. York of Hayside.

great loss.
L. W. Rumill,
Chur man selectmen.

Thousands of children have worms and
their parent* don’t know what the trouble i«.
Sym plume of worms are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip.sour stomach, offensive
breath, bard and full belly with occasional
griping* and pain* about the nave), pale face
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the ooae, itching of the
rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the
teeth, little red points sticking out ou tongue
starting during sleep, slow fever.
Always keep Dr. True's Elixir on hand for
such cases- It is promptly effective and the
nice thing about it is that children like to
take it.
Mrs. II. W. Roberto of fi02 Asylum Street.
Flint. Michigan, wrote to us:
“Have used
the Elixir and as far as I know my little
girl
is cured of worms.” She wrote^ln again later
is
fine
and
I
Baby
saying:
think it was
your medicine that helped her.”
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm Expeller. has been on the market
more than aO years and more and more
people
are using it all the time to expel worms, or to
tone up the stomach and restore natural
action of the bowels. Children like to take it.
Write us.
Dr. J. f. True * Co.,
i
1
Auburn, Maine.

Byard,

by Mr. and Mrs.
grandson, Roy
has arrived safely in
tbeir

you

flfty-

was

of

that

To build yourself up when
fed run down—to
bring hack health, appetite
and strength—take

Capt.

Sprat.

Mr. and Mrs.

inhabitants

J.

Hsverhill,

their winters.

Iborruanwr

kind-hearted, ever
helping hand. He will
He

Eaton

talced friends

dren

they spend

H.

Mrs.

from

May 20.

geuial and

son

E.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

|

was found his left leg was bruised
right side of his head slightly cut,

quiet

years ago.
unassuming in

May 30.

Tremont

owns

was

but

three

years of age, the
Adeline GiUey.

Much awed at their luxurious

that

Mrs.

eight

surroundings, they were gazing about,
when Billie’s glance fell on a picture
of Marie Antoinette.
Edging up to
Lawrence, six-year-old son of Waiter Mary, he whispered: “Who's that
To tghicb Mary replied In a
Butler and wife, was the victim of an auto- lady?”
“Why, she’s the
motyle accident Friday. Charles Murch, confidential tone:
; one

where

returned

Another of Hedgwick’s boys has stepped
into the ranks. Ntphi E. Pert,-oldest son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Pert, who enlisted
in the navy, has passed examination as
first aaei'tsnt engineer (tonnage unlimited) and was assigned to a transport,
and recently arrived in France.
He has a
good supply of patriotic blood in bis
veins.
Mis great-grandfather fought in
the war of 1812, and two grandfathers in
tbe Rebellion, one of them being tbe tale
William G. Pert of this town.

who bad

w.th

ready to lend a
be
missed.
sadly

daugh-

E. Byard and

M.

tome

is home for the

8upt. Patten of Ellsworth was listened to
with interest. The Red Cross here is doing
good work, and the interest grows as one
by one our boys join the colors.

failing health, yet able to be out and

ner,

Childish Deduction*.

who have

with bis car, was passing the school building in district 2, when little Lawrence

Gilley,

Warren

Alioe

GiUey

Massachusetts,

have

minutes,

France.

winters here

sister,

P. Roberts, who has spent

Friday the delegation from the Red
Cross of Ellsworth reached this town in
twelve automobiles, stopping (or thirty

her son, Lieut. Philip
John
Mitchell,

from
in

three

about

many

“Shipyard point.'3

Phil brook

ho has crossed several

in

so

France.

George Gilley hs« recently received

Capt.

Mary and her little brother. Billie,
were standing In the parlor of a big

Gordon and children,

In observing wheatless programs,
with the loss of considerable hair. He
the tables of some of the hotels more than anything else in the world. was not seriously hurt, and was at school
will soon appear an appeal for co- Ever since 1 was a small boy in Hpring- again Monday. It was a marvel that he
operation. Over 80 hotel men In field, Ohio, I have had them for pets, and escaped as he did. No blame is attached
Maine have pledged to abstain from now 1 am ratting them for oar soldiers. to Mr. Murch.
the serving of wheat until the next The government has asked for thousands
May 20.
B.
harvest and they are to urge the supWhen Your Child Cries
port of their patrons with the followCode of Beauty.
ing card
at night and tosses restlessly, you feel worOur code and schedule of beauty la,
ried. Mother
s Sweet Powders for Chil"WE ARE NOT SLACKERS!"
Gray
dren break up colas in 94 hours, relieve feverI often feel, a very formal affair.
The hotels, at the request
of the ishness, constipation, teething disorders and
Either we are afraid or ashamed to
United States Food Administration, destroy worms. Used by mothers for W years.
differ from received opinions, or we
| All druggists, 28c. Sample FREE. Motbss
to
are pledged
discontinue the use of Guar Co„ LeRoy, N. Y.
have never thought of revising the
|
wheat and wheat products until Sepcode we adopted In our youth, or we
tember 1st.
do not really look at things, or we
fftnjn-ttBtnuTu*
YOU ARE NO SLACKER
do not care about beauty at all.—A. C.
and can assist us greatly by cheerfulBenson.
ly accepting the bread and other
substitutes that we may offer. This
GOT GOOD KKSmi
bakers of the
dactelon causes the
This honest, straightforward letter from a
woman
who
bae suffered ebonld be heeded by
country to master an art foreign to
all afflicted with backache, rheumatic pains,
their training, and It will be torn#
sore muscles, awful tired feeling end other
symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble:
time before we can expect them to
••I have got such good results Irom Foie*
reach the point of perfection.
Kinney Pills that I can sleep much better and
the pain in my back and sides ds a good lot
Tour* respectfully,
better. I am going to keep on taking them.
Mrs. Cbaa. Gray. 270 Sth St., Detroit, Mich."
"THU MANAOBMHNT."
—Moore's Drng Store.
on

a

Croaa and church

funds.

darted in front of

The

from

people who took part in the
“HcfW the Story Grew” will repeat
at Last brook Friday evening. The
are

j

times, has been
transferred from the U. B. ship Mt. Verthe
non to
transport Isabel.
w

generally, I exfighters appreciation of their successful efforts in saving

The young

proceeds

buildings

of tbe town of

ap-

farce

it

a

cablegram
Gilley, now

_

pointed by Mrs. C. W. Lowell, chairman
of the Red Cross auxiliary, for different
May 7,1918.

J.

enjoyed.

Mrs.

j

times.
Scnskt,

Mas*

sermon

a

Thelma.

20.

Dyer Friday

Dear Aunt\Madoe and other At.S.’s.
In the disastrous fire that occurred at South
Deer Isle a few weeks sgo was burned a
relic of olden times, a barn which must have
bten
nearly ISO years old. My grandfather, Stephen Babbidge, bad an extensive
farm, and the barn must have been built
when he was a young man.
He died in 1841,
aged eighty-two years. After that the farm
came into his son's hands. The son repaired
it more than seventy years ag >. Then bis
nephew took possession, and sold it to Seth
Hatch- The barn has stood all tbeae years,
until this winter the root was blown off and
the big doora, but the frame was apparently

week at their

cottage here,
by Mr. Cousins at the
Congregational church Sunday morning

Mr*. Sarah Norwood, who ha* been an
invalid for nearly a year, spent Sunday
with her daughter, Mrs. Harry Joyce.

Perkins, who has been employed
Jsy, is home for the summer.
Sunday, May 26, members of G. A. E.

been

Mrs.

Byard

Cousins and wife of Brewer

spending

was

bouse

News has been received

flue

week.

Melvin

have

summer.

A

ter, Mrs. Ernest Smith, in Ellsworth last

st North

committees

Principal Stevens left Friday for a visit
wife, who is with her parents in
Kastport. Misses Ruth Avery and Frances
l>yer accompanied him for a call at their

are

McKinley.

to

Herbert* Fenley will jive * demonstration on mheallesa dishes, in the
grunge ball Thursday afternoon. May 23.

Soliciting

weeks in

Rev. K. M

Mr*. F. W. Lunt recently spent a few
in Bangor.
Mr. and Mr*. W. H. Lunt have moved

Miss

and

the

SEDGWICK.

ber home here.

brother Charles

may

strengthen their own
hearts and give them encouragement in

by

18.__Echo.

Mrs. A.

homes.

sisterhood.

oven.

1

May

to bin

!
I
DlftASTKOra FIRE AVERTED.
ing their bouquets of flowers, and added post w ill attend services at both churches,
What came near being a disastrous lire
I tbeir little gifts to the others, as with
The Parents’ day concert at the Baptist
their schoolmates they took part in the church Sunday evening was well rendered. started from some unknown cause in a
ben-bouse owned by Edwin Lopaus in the
exercises of the day. It was a lesson to
Wesley Clark and wife, with daughter j rear of bis dwellings and tbe achoolbouae.
j them in patriotism. ;I doubt not that on Gladys, of Brewer, were Sunday visitors in
But for tbe timely warning given by Miss
the thirtieth of May this year, many of
town.
Bernice Ashley, one of the teachers, the
those lads, now far away in their country’s
George Woistenholme, a Colby student, quick response of S. C. Webster, and the
service, will, in memory .see the little flags
for
Miss
who
is
in
Koch,
efficient assistance of Mias Rena Lunt and
and the wreaths of flowers, aud the supplied Sundsy
I
Watervilie.
other ladies, we surely would have loat
marching veterans; and the fact that the
Miss Florence Gain, a teacher in Cherry
one
and the schoolor two dwellings
heroic deeds and the sacrifices for a great
and worthy cause were valued and re- field academy, was the guest of Miss Lois house. In bebslf of the owners of the
:

Spec.
__

William Stanley, of Cranberry
isle tbe last o! April. There, on May 5,
portunity.
Tbe morale of the fellows is very good. he was suddenly prostrated by an attack
There 1s one thing that can’t be maid about of acute indigestion, which caused his
the Americans-that they are yellow. Nearly death in a few
hours, even before ■ physiall the fellows are daring almost to the point cian could reacb tbe island.
Tbe funeral
;
of fool-hardiness.
was held at tbe home of bis sister. Rev.
;
Mr.
Allen
officiating. Burial was it
week Baker's
Mr*. L. W. Kumill spent list
island, where Capt. Gilley was
in Lewiston, as s delegate to tbe K. P., born and lived until the death of
his

at tv»o o’clock.

j

20.

Mrs. Verna Hodgkins, accompanied by
daughter and her little son, came from
Sorrento on Saturday for a few days at

j

FRANKLIN.

I

owned

Frye A Flynn’s four-horse team passed
through here last week on ita way to
Bugar hill to get out abip timber. U
brought to mind tbe time when J. p. Gordon was in bit prime, and bjilt so many

ber

days

j

of lo%e

veaaels at

|

oven.

being confined to tbe

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

j

j

silent

May

j

RECITES.

erate

.table

weeks.

messengers
tributes,
and respect, were numerous snd beautiful.
The sympathy of all la extended to tne bereaved family.

you can’t bear any whine whatever. It is
just one continuous roar and crash. Well,
we came oat wtvta the loss of only one man
I think that only one mao of our o'd compary
has been killed.
He was in headquarter*
company of this regiment.
We went back to oar old place from
where we started, or rather two kilometre*
(II miles) beyond. The old lady where 1
billeted bad not forgotten roe. Phe shook
hands and kissed me on each cheek. The old
stone-chipper was working away as be did
every day last wintet, in all kinds of weather.
tie is the only thing the place has In tbe way
of a
stone-crasher—one old
man about
j
seventy years old, on his knees, breaking op
rocks to repair tbe roads. There was an old
white-haired Belgian inth** place who coaid
j
talk a little RnglUh. He bad a brother wlo
fought in tbe Civil war in tbe United Mates
1 suppose tbe papers are full of all kind*:
of news about our being all shot up, hut don’t
j
believe anything hut official reports from the
war department.
We are getting good feed.
;
and I never felt better to my life. I haven’t
seen the Gott boys since I left Lynnfltld.
1
have heard where they are located, and intend to hunt them up as soon as! get au op-

communi-

pigeons

large

of

floral

Fsancs. 191ft.
led her to write this letter so that other
We have been in tbe trenches In s quiet
may benefit from her experience
sector, but sufficiently interesting for greenand find health as she has done.
For suggestions in regard to your con- ! horn* at the game. One soon learns to judge,
:
dition write Lydia E. Pmkham Medicine by the whine of s shell, shout bow near it U
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their I You should haves barrage going over you
for music. Tbe cannons are firing so fast
40 years experience is at your service.

are

morn-

“Crossing tbe Bar,’* was read at the grave,
followed by the commita! aervioe. Tbe

women

birdMor,

a

ing at tbe advanced age of eighty*four
ears, -even month* ami sixteen days. Oapt.
WEsJT RRANKMN.
Verrill wee tha oldest citlsau of this town,
and waa tbe proud bolder of tbe gold*'
Maynard H.Klgkina h»« employment at
headed cane given by a Bouton paper to
Bar Harbor.
the oldeat mala citizen of Tremont.
He
Ototgt l.irWotl ia makinc rxtenaive r»had been a widower for forty-one years,
pair* ou Lewis Hhu can’s bouse.
out is survived by aix Children -Sullivan
Mrs. Flora Hardison is visiting
her
of Seattle;
John of Holbrook, Maas.,
grandson, C. O. Usrdwon, in Bangor.
Mrs. Annabel Trask of Kockland; Mrs.
Mrs. 8 H. Scarnmon spent the
Grace Carter of Chicago; Mrs. Lottie Ellis
week-fend
of Fall River, Mass., and
Mrs. Hattie in Bangor with her mother, who is in
Norwood of this town. He also leaves poor health.
Holden

years ago and is now iu tbe trenches in
France. In a recent letter be writes:

It was n
derangement
grateful spirit for health restored which

cation

and

Houlton agricultural aociety were
burned
were valued at
(10,000 and the
building at (5,000.

Tbe borne,

two sisters —Mrs.

in-

Mrs. W. D. Thurston besreceived letters
from her son Archie, who enlisted two

functional

of

Verrill died Tuesday

Isaac

Houlton Wedne.day night aevan
race

horwa

oeituaby

Oapt.

CARIBOU.

C. B. Dix snd Mrs. 8. A.
F. Bradbury A Hons and L. C.
Bragdon
Tremont, and one brother, will abip the stone for the Mount Desert
stitute at a future date. The following Sullivan Verrill, of Delray, Fla.
bridge by rail to Mt. Desert Ferry.
carried out:
was
interesting program
Oapt. Verrill was a tuaa of exemplary
Mr.
Matbaurs, superintendent of the
Binging “Americaremarks on service character, beloved by all, and will be Emerald Granite Co., ie doing
considerable
fUg, worthy master; unfurling flag bear- missed a9 only those are missed who have farming on tbe Charles Smith
place.
ing one centre star, presented tbe grange long held a place of love and esteem in tbl
Mr* 8. 8, DeBeck la at Orono
attending
by tbe fsmily of tbe deceased brother, hearts of a wide circle of friends and rela- U, of M.
commencement.
Her daughter
George W. Patten, to which were added tive#. Especially will he be mourned by
Eirena is a member of the
graduating class.
five stars, representing tbe five brothers of bis daughter, Mr*. Norwood, at whose
The schools at West Frsnklin enjoyed
tbe grange with the colors; readings, home he died, and who has tenderly careo
an afternoon of field work
Friday. The
Myrtle Camber and Grace Phillips; re- lor him during the past four yean.
marks by visiting members.
Funeral services were held at her home children brought back many* woodland
Thursday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Allen of the trophies.
Dr. DeBeck has a new Ford car.
Manaet Baptist church, officiating. TenWEBT THE MONT.
His
nyson's beautiful and appropriate poem, friends are pleased to ace him out, after
FROM OVER THERE.
the Farm

were worn
I was

out.

Gone, please God, forevermore:
Thougb these ne’er can be forgotten
While the dew our graves shall wet,
*Yet the color of our jackets
Let each gallant heart forget;

The treatment of interned Germans For the ranks sre gtowing smaller.
And though decked in blue or gray.
in the United States is now being
Boon both armifs will be sleeping
used by German propagandists In an
In their shelter tents of clay.
effort to create unrest
the
But the loud reverberation
among
Of the last salute shall be
American people. The Pood Administration. however, officially
denies Oft re-echoed through the ages.
As the tocsin of the free.
rumors that German
prisoners are
being prodigally fed on bread, past- For we both but did our duty.
In the Great Jehovah’s plan.
ries and cakes
made
entirely of
wheat. The Germans
interned
in And the world has learned a lesson
That all ruea may read who can;
American
detention
while
camps
And when gathered for the muster
well fed, are being made to observe
On the last and dreadful day.
all rules and regulations of the Pond
May that God extend His mercy
Administration.
Bweet. alike to Blue and Gray.
The military prisoners—prisoners !
of war—receive the regular garrison Dear Mutual Friends:
ration of the United
States
Army, i 1 am aware that there will be another
This is according to the Hague Con- issue of i he American before Memorial
vention.
day occurs, but as that day will come so
soon after the paper is printed, lam givMEAT CONSUMPTION.
ing you this week, a Memorial day poem
furnished by “Did.” We fully realize
The United States Food Administhat the wishes expressed in the fourth
tration is extremely desirous of sestanza at present are not in effect, but at
curing voluntary reduction in the this season when the world is in the
meat
to
consumption of
provide throes of a
mighty conflict, we will not
sufficient supplies for the army and
forget the boys of *61 who gave their all
Allies and thus avoid reintroduction for their
country. It is the grandsons of
of the meatless days.
many of those veterans who are in the
There is now a seasonal shortage conflict
to-day, filled with the same
of meat and the shipment
of
live patriotic spirit which inspired their anstock to the market will steadily de- cestors to stand firm for
principles of
cline for the next few months, mak- justice and right.
ing it imperative that conservation
The boys in the army to-day have, ever
measures be
taken if the
needs of since their remembrance, watched the old
the army and the Allies are to be soldiers once a year march to the cemetery

munications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, bat none will be rejected without
good reason.

Philadelphia,

West

j

GERMAN PRISONERS.

j

Vegetable

This
Letter Proves It

Compound

McKINLKY.

pecially

May be Overcome by Lydia

—•

7

This column U devoted to the Orange,
to tbe granges of Hancock county
The column la open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings- Make letters
short and concise. All communications mnat
be signed, bat names mill not be printed ex- i
All comcept by permission of tbe writer.

NERVOUS
PROSTRATION

44Helpful
Maine Farmers Called Upon to Cultivate Large Acreage Food Crop*—
Tbe purposes of this column sre succtne y
Food Administration Urges Reducstated la the title and motto—It Is for the rout-sl
tion Meat Consumption.
oeoeilt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, H Is for the com
Orono, Maine, May non use—a
public servant, s purveyor of In
the
in
—No people
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
the
of
history
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
had communications, ami Us success depends largely
have
world
such an opportuni- on the support given It lu this respect Combut the name of
ty for service as munications most be signed,
writer will not be printed except by permission
American farmers
be subject to approval or
Al- Communications will
have
today.
by the editor of the column, but none
most half the people In the worljl are rejection
will be rejected without uood reason. Addreas
hungry. The Allies are dying and all communications to
THK AMKK1CAB.
suffering because of the lack of food.
hllsworth, hie.
Women as lovable and good as our
children as
mothers, are starving;
THE 1 AST SALUTE.
sweet and pure as our own children,
Yes. the ranks are growing smaller
are dropping by the wayside because
With the coming of each May,
of lack of food; strong men are fallAnd the beards and locks once raven
ing out of the struggle for existence Now are mingled thick with gray;
because they have not food.
Boon the hands that strew the flowers
America is the greatest food proWill be folded still and cold.
And our story of devotion
ducing nation on earth. Because of
shipping difficulties arising from the Will forever have been told.
destruction
of
subtonnage
by
Years and years have passed by, comrades.
marines, the Allies and the neutral Though it seems bu| yesterday
Since the blue-garbed Northern legions
countries of Europe are depending
Marched to meet the Southern gray,
on us to supply them with all foodBut a day since Massachusetts
stuffs
own
above
their
required
Bade her soldier boys good-by.
limited production.
But a day since Alabama
Every farmer in Maine and in Heard her brave sons' farewell cry.
America is called upon to cultivate
Those are days we all remember.
the largest acreage In food crops he
In our hearts we hold them yet;
posibly can. He is called upon to And the kiss we got at parting.
Who can ever that forget?
increase his production per acre to
And it may have been s mother,
the utmost pound.
A fond father or a wife.
Produce
and
save
everything! Or a maid
whose love was dearer
Waste nothing! The food or food
Te the soldier's heart than life.
product that is wasted in Maine deprives a soldier or woman or child in Then the silent midnight marches.
And the fieice-fought battle’s roar.
Europe. Every pound saved or proAnd the sailor’s lonely watches.
duced
to sustain a soldier in the
field or to prevent a woman or child
in Europe perishing from starvation.

KITTKKV TO

NEWS
At

It» Motto:

helps

COUNTY

tt)r <l?rangir*.
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prioe

itbeumatism ia

a dangerous disease, and
of it
anyone who has the slightest taint
should drive it from the system as soon is
possible. Head what Kbeutna did for this

sufferer:

“For five years I euBered with

...

articular
el-

rheumatism, having bunches on niy
bows. leet and wrists. 1 took everythin.
I could get, with do relief. I saw your »d,
M"
;

and w»s greatly improved before 1
used two bottles, and was cured be lore*
tor
bad finished tbe third. I thank God
Kheuma and that I am free from rlVeu®*"
tism to-day. If anyone wishes informs
tion from me 1 will write them. 1 thin
Kheuma ia a miracle.”—Mrs. Lucia Byder,
1(12 Gilbert street, Byracuse, N. T.

Good druggists everywhere sell Kbeum
sufficient
large bottle ia inexpensive and
for two weeks’ treatment.

A

8lttifntennrni«

COUNTY^ NEWS
BUCKS POUT.
visited
Mim Lacy Jones of Brooksville
in town 1**1 week-

seriously 111. She
eargical operation Saturday.

Mr*. L. H. ta-ith

underwent

s

is

a series
Kev. Felix Powell will conduct
Methodist
of evsngellsllc service* st the
church In Orland tor ten days commenc-

May
rhc M. K. Church of Bucksport is soon
honor of the
to rslse a service flag in
ing

young
service.

from the church

men

now

in

the

Carlton Perry of the coast patrol, now
at Boston, is spending a two
weeks’ furlough with his wits and infant
son *t the borne of Mrs. Perry's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Burke Leach.
mpt. If- J. Tweedie of the medical
department, U. 8. A., bt* returned to
Ckmp Upton, L. I., slier a week's furlough
with hie family. Uapt. Tweed.# expect#

'rationed'

to leave

toon

for

oversea#

service.

Buckeport friends of Miss Jennie E.
of Greenville, formerly domestic
science teacher st the seminary, will be
interested to lesrn of her engagement to
George M. Ripley of Beattie, Wash.
Braun

The death of Mrs. Louise Chase, widow
of Rev. Alden P. Chase, president of the
£. M. C. seminary 1884 to 1897, bring*
sorrow to many friends In Buckeport.

Mrs. Chase waa a woman of rare ability
and deep piety, always interested and
active in cbureti work and whatever tended
to the good of the community. Bhe leaves
Mrs. Louise Osborne of
t*o daughters
Illinois end Mlse Crystal Chase of Kent's
Hill, end two eons, John of Kent’s tliil
and Joseph of New York. Her age was
seventy-five years.
J.
May 30.

CM KOI SIOP
THE HEADACHES

Bernard garter of Augusta is visiting
uncle, Gardner Carter.

Packing

Farnsworth

opened Tuesday

for

the

Co.'s

factory

season.

Kane and wife

are receiving
thy birth of a son.
Mrs. Clifton Stanley of New York Is
visiting her parents, l,a*ie Caadage and

Wilmout

congratulations

on

wife.

Prof. Schob and wtfa of Washington,
D. C., bsve srnved at tbsir summer cot
tage.

Ralph Townaend,

who b*‘ spent
Boston, Is at home with her
parents, A. H. Mayo and wife.
Mr. Wheeler of East port baa been appointed pure food inspector for the sardine factories in this vicinity.
Mrs.

the

w

inter in

Henry FIye and wife, whp have been
living in the village through the winter,
have moved back to Flye Point.
Fannie Davis of Kockland is the
Mrs.
guest of Mr*. A. E. Farnsworth.
Farnawortb, who has been very ill, la
A

delegation of Red Cross members

vis-

Into Aour Ah or a
Allen's Foot-Base, the antiseptic powder for
painful. smarting, tender, nervous feet. It
take* the sting out of corns and buniona.
1‘sed by the American. French and British
troops because It takes the friction from the
shoe and freshens the feet.
Shake

Judge and Mrs. E'liott N. Benson of
Harbor were in town last week to

open their

summer

and Mrs. Charles H. Wood and
Harriette Shaw of Bar Harbor spent
their home here.

Mr.
Miss

benefit I bare received from your
wonderful medicine, ‘Fruit-a-tives’.
I have been a sufferer for many
years from Violent Headaches, and
Could get no permanent relief.
A friend advised me to take 'FrultS-tives’ and I did so with great
success ; and now I am entirely free
of Headaches, thanks to your
splendid medicine”.
MRS. ALEXANDER SHAW,
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sise 25c.
At all dealers or sent on receipt of

price, by FIUJIT-A-TIVE3 Limited,
OGDEXSBURG, N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smith of Portland, who have been visiting Mrs. Julia

Tracy,

returned home

Wednesday.

The body of Shirley Sargent of Ellsworth, which has been in the receiving
tomb, was brought here for burial Sunday.
Mrs. Angelina Moon and Mrs. Tbeodate
Peters, who have been visiting Mrs. E. K.
Bunker, returned to West Sullivan Sunday.
Charles Griffin, Henry Whalen, Earle
Whalen and Howard Bunker of Sullivan
are iu town cutting pulp wood for F. P.

Noyes.
E. E. Lovejoy and Mrs. C. S. Lovejoy
went

to

Bangor Saturday, returning

Sun-

day, bringing with them Mrs. John Jones
and

ited Brook lin Friday. Interesting talks
were given by B. B. Whitcomb, Mr. Douglass and Kev. Mr. Tickle. Tbe music by
band was very fine. Tbe school children
marched to the
Dinner

was

square with tbe teachers.
served at Masonic hail (or the

visitors.

son Bryant.
May 20.

st

Wellman Grant, who has been employed
Little Deer Isle, is at home.

Unb Fkmmk.

to

Mrs. Mary and Jennie Byard of Sedgwick are guests of Mrs. Ralph Willey.

OT18.
a

Mrs. Roland Sukeforth have
Portland for a few weeks.

Mr. and
gone

May 20.

Duffy,
Brooklin,

Miss Alice

valuable

horse last

Sunday.

ployed

at

Mr. and
land

Lutie and

week-end in tbeir

a

new

truck.

Sunday tbe automobile parties were
as thick around Beech Uill lake, Warren’s
brook and the old Tannery stream, as bees
Last

around

hive.

a

May 20.

home

Dim

Mrs. Ahira

been

em-

for the

visiting

Lamoino

has

bore.

May

sc bool house

26.

Farnsworth, from the West, was
the guest last week of Norris .Savage and
Fred

wife.
8.

20._

Harriet Carter and little son spent
days last week with her mother,
Mrs. Maye Bridges, at Brooklin.
Miss Luetta

Bridges,

Dolliver

last week to
Mrs.

was

Harper

Boston

called to

of

Lake

(mailion

Ward

is

8. 8.

transferred
8. Virginia, with the
has

at

B.

£. N. Hodgkins is at home for
days.

been

of third mate.

T. E. D.

May 18.

a

few

iiowe and Herman Romer passed the
physical examination in the army draft
Thursday.
Iceland B. Hopkins is at home before
leaving for Camp Devens.
Romer has

moved

back

to bis

here, for the summer.

Seaplane

home in

Harrington

last

week.

W.

May 20.

Dyspepsia is America’s corse. To restore
digestion, normal weight, good health and
purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters.
t*old

at

ali drug

stores.

Hours

Persists in Attack While

Shelled by Six German

knows

there

that

EVERYONE
hours”
the trolley and

Ships.

few persons know that there

Very

“rush

are

steam railroads.

on

are

THREE OTHERS DESTROYED

“rush hours” in

British., Airmen Calmly Drop Bomba
at
Enemy Shelia Burst—Depth

are likely to be
day owing to an unusual amount of traffic.
busiest period usually is from 9 to 11 a. m.

Bombs Prove Effective When
Aviators Sight U-Boats.

London.—Under

a

Traffic congestion

heavy attack from

to

three German submarines and three
German destroyers, n British seaplane
efforts
her
recently persisted In
against another enemy U-boat and succeeded In sinking It before being damaged by the Are of the other enemy

warships.
The seaplane

was

on

patrol duty

also

telephone traffic and that calls
delayed at certain hours of the

on

railroads

be remedied

can

some,extent by placing additional

The

trains

or cars

Not so with telephone traffic ; each
must
have its own exclusive “track.”
message

on

the line.

If these messages could have a more even distribution throughout the day, it would assist in
eliminating to a great extent the delays which
sometimes occur at rush hours.

at

8:30 o’clock In the morning when a
submarine was sighted on the surface
with a man standing forward by the
gun.
Increasing her speed, the seaplane dropped to an altitude of 600
feet and released a bomb.
As she swooped around to repeat the
attack a shell from the U-boat burst
In the air 50 feet from the propeller.
It was seen that the bomb had made
a direct hit, a
big rent being visible
In the deck of the submarine. Just
then out of the mist ahead three more
enemy submarines, followed close by
three destroyers, appeared.
Attacked by Six Vessels.
All six vessels maintained a hot Are
against the seaplane. However, a second bomb dropped on the disabled Uboat.
It exploded 15 feet ahead of
the bow of the submarine. The whole
craft shook and then sank quickly In
a pool of oil, hubbies and wreckage.
The seaplane, having no more bombs,
and as the destroyers were coming
near, returned to Its base.
Seaplanes also have accounted for
three other submarines. In one case
two large seaplanes attacked a submarine on the surface, with two Germans
standing on the conning tower. One
plane dropped a bomb to the starboard
of the U-boat while the other placed
one squarely In front of the conning
The exglosion of the second
tower.
bomb was followed by several explosions within the submarine, which dis-

Urgent business calls cannot be deferred, but
there certainly are many business and social calls
that can be made outside the congested period.
By avoiding the high spots,
patrons will assist

us

in

our

9 to 11 a. m., our
effort to meet the

constantly increasing demands on our
caused by war conditions.
This applies
calls as well as to purely local calls.

service
to toll

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
C. C. CUTTINQ, Manager
'%:■

'T-- >•

BUY
Add

WAK

SAVINGS

your mite to the nation’s might

STAMPS

and help win the

war

appeared.

Mrs. Robbins, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. H. D. Bunker, returned to her

View

visiting her pa rents, Mr. and Mrs. F. 8.
Dolliver.
John P.
to the U.

teaching

20.

Hervey

report for the navy.

Isabel

who is

Brooksville, spent last week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Bridges.

South

home

SEAWALL.

Lloyd

with Misses

Mrs.

May

Margaret Koch will preach at the

Miss

of Rock-

TRENTON.

Hodgkins of

Fred

Bridges

few

EGYPT.

May

has

(.pent the week-end
Kate Bridges.

Irving Salisbury and (ather, who are
employed in Lamoine, came up (or tbe

been

who
is at

summer.

Mrs. Benjamin Warren of Eddington
Bend is visiting relatives here.

Mrs.

L.

WEST BROOKLIN.

Avoiding the Rush

I

home.

the week-end at

112 Cobckci Sr., 9t. Jobs.
"I feel I must tell you of the great

Mrs.

better.

Miss Helen Wood of Corea is visiting
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D.
Wood.

her

Until SheTried “Fruit-a-tives”
(or Fruit Liver Tablets)

Del Salisbury lost

bis

SINKS SUBMARINE
UNDER HEAVY FIRE

WEST GOULD8BORO
Mrs. Louise Mitchell of Rhode Island is
visiting her toother, at Charles Follett’s.

Bar

_

BKOOKUN.

ADDmiermsnct.

CJITNTY NEWS

Price, #1.25.—Adrt.

Sank Two Other*.

Diving from a height of 4.000 feet
to 1,200 feet, another seaplane dropped a depth charge on the spot where
When
a submarine had disappeared.
the water subsided, the shape of the
submarine could still be seen below the
surface and a second bomb was dropped. "after which the ship disap-

Packed under SUPERBA labels—assures

peared."
submarine with two periscopes and about 200 feet In length
An enemy

3&tuTtit«in»ns

was

sighted by

a

seaplane

on

Ceylon Orange Pekoe

Formosa Oolong

Tea Satisfaction
Their reasonable prices add

patrol

The seaplane descended 3.300
duty.
feet to a height of 80 feet and dropped
two bombs as the German submerged.
One of the bombs made a direct hit
Just behind the conning tower. The
submarine turned upside down and
Oil nnd wreckage later came
sank.
to the surface.

to

your

Your dealer has the half

pleasure.

pound, pound

and

10 cent sealed packets.
This, of all
to

seasons

remember

the

in the
name

year, is the time
SUPERBA when

buying CANNED GOODS and COFFEE.
It will prove a highly profitable course to
pursue—tastily; financially.
M1LLIKEN TOMLINSON CO. Importers sad Packers.
Portland. Mama.
<*>•)

WAS HE ENEMY ALIEN?
NO. NEEDED A SHAVE
Portland,

Ore.—Hans

SEA TRAINING

Reltke

escaped being Interned as an
enemy alien by a close shave.
When he came out of a logging
camp federal officers picked him

FOR MERCHANT MARINE
___

up, chiefly because of his bolIn the
sheviki-llke whiskers.
county Jail he borrowed a razor and when he got through he
an
as
was repealed
eighteenyear old youth.

CHhrt Tokw
at Bottom
ft

carries

*

—Is

First

It

as

a

Edition

Note Book
of

“Rubaiyat.”

IWtlve irii'e Tests
Tube-Life

have often noticed that ordinary gray rubber bands grow brittle with age—
especially if exposed to heat and the sun’s rays.
*nn®r tubes.
The heat developed in tires while driving, and the disintegrating
effects of time render many inner tubes brittle and
porous, thus destroying their
usefulness.
The test herein described was made by Michelin
engineers to help you determine the durability

YOU

of various makes of

inner

Each of the tubes shown was
5 ***_ cementing half a
Mieaelin Tube to half a tube
of another make—this other
make being din emit in each
w-

tubes.

The tubes

were then run to
destruction on the road under
normal conditions.
One by
one
the other sections blew
while the Michelin sec*
out
tioas remained intact

Michelin Tubes 'are used by
the great majority of motorists
today—and have proved themselves most durable and economical.

Thu

strut

the

tf

is
Sake
uncertainty tut

twelve

designed

tests

Metropolis. Kan.—Children do not
indulge in white elephant rummage

Ho.

of them do look out for
rummage Aistoffs that are thrown In
the lanes tor the garbage man.
Several ^youngsters came upon a
huge card box In a lane behind Van
Buren street and they found all kinds
of things that kiddles can see use for
when no one else can.
One of them captured a book, well
worn but Intact, and at once proceeded to use the blank pages at the front
and back as a note book. A passing
man became Interested and asked to
look at the And. Then he offered the
boy a dime for It and the exchange
was quickly made.
It was an old edition of Edward
of
Omar
“Rubaiyat
Fitzgerald's
sales, but

j

on

exemption from draft

Americans Wanted
US. Shipping Board Training Ships

for Instruction as
Sailors. Firemen. Coal Passers.Cooks and Messmen
Citizens Only Experience Not Necessary
A^es 21 to 30
Training Pay *30. a Month
Comfortable Quarters
Good Food
Course at Least One Month. Followed by Job at
Goin$ Wa^es in World's Best-Paid Merchant Service

GOT OLD BOOK FOR 10 CENTS
Child First Used

Ships will win the war Help man

EXEMPTION them-a patriotic duty Sea service

Apply

some

Moore, druggist, 53 Main St., Ellsworth.
Official Enrolling Agent, U. S. Shippiug Board.

To Edward G.

j

Butter Paper Printed At
The American Office
Best quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law'. There is cheaper paper on tj)e mrrket; none better.

j

j

Khayyam."

NEW STYLE OF PATRIOTISM

Price, including paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.00; half-pound size, $1.75
“
“
lOOt).
2.75
3.00;
printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size,
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid;
pounds add 8c> pound for postage.
Plain

36 cents a
under four

to

tf tirg-buying.

Fortner Sailor Offers to Clean. Press
and Repair Clothing for
Drafted Men.
Dewey, Okla.—Aaron Hanning, formsailor, now owner of a cleaning and
pressing establishment, has offered to j
clean, press, repair and send home the
clothing of any drafted men of this
city and vicinity, when they exchange I
their civilian clothing for the uniform
of Uncle Sam. In case the men have
no home he will store their clothing
and keepsakes for them. All this Is
without cost

REMEMBER THE PAVS
SONDff»-«££££

THORSOT-SSLSSS

er

ELLSWORTH FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS

nowwir-^gg?
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FROM OVER THRU.
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SEVEN MORE MEN CALLED FOR 3070
SERVICE.

cheering to the parents and friends
boys “over there,” if they are inclined to
think their own soldier boy is neglected,
Mr. Treaorgy
underfed and overworked.
W. H. Titus, Editor sod Manager.
trained at Camp Devena as an infantryfBosorlptloc Price—#2.00 a year; §1.00 for six j
but later was transferred to the
xuntbs; 90 cents for three months; if paw man,
automobile corps.
Strictly In advance, #1 96, 79 and S8Allcents
ar
respectively. 81ng!e copies 5 cents.
Fhaxcr. April 14. 19IS.
rearagee are reckoned at the rate of $2 pei

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

5.

year.

My fisar Siothtr:

This is Sunday afternoon, and a fine warm
day it has been. Have beeD a long time waitnow
ing to be assigned to my company. Am
with an automobile outfit at headquarters,
but do not know when l will be given a car to
a
drive; may have to work about the camp for
while, but don't mind, for summer is well on
the way and we are all well cared for here.
We are
plenty of food, and it is well

Business communications should be addressed
o, and all checks and money orders madp pay
*oie to Thk Hancoce County Publishing
OO., Ellsworth. Maine.

WEDNESDAY,

eliminated
Irom the liet of those called to report May
27 to leave for Camp Devena Tuesday, May28 -Thomas B. Mootguire of Bar Harbor,
who is already in the service, and Linwood Chick of Great Pond, whose call haa
been deferred. This leaves sixty-five men
to till the quota of fifty-eight, but sixty
will probably go. The Hat is as follows:

MAY 22, 1918.

143
188
1033
1034
1061

getting

1118
cooked. Have all the meat. rice, potatoes,
onions, bacon, puddings, bread, butter, coffee 1119
etc., we can eat. This noon had blueberry 1131
pie for dessert. We have time to sleep, are 1149
not overworked, and may go anywhere about 1154
tbe town evenings and Sundays, unless we 1162
happen to draw guard duty for the day.
1165
This doesn’t mean that I enjoy being here
1168
on this side of the pond, and while there are
1178
a few cities I hope to visit, tbe sooner I am
1181
on my way borne tbe more pleased I shall be.
I have spent a little time in some of the 1189
larger and more famous cities of this country, 1199
and learned much about the life here, more 1202
especially as it is in war time.
1222
Can apeak but a few words of French yet,
1227
but cau understand quite a bit. The first
1230
thing to learn when we landed was the
money. The franc, as you know, is the unit, 1233
and a fellow can have bis pockets full of pa- 1236
per money (eoapwrappers. the boys call them1 1247
and still be near broke. A franc (silver) is
1267
about the sue of a 25 cent U-8. coin, and is 1272
worth about 90 cents. We get twenty-eight
1273
francs for a $5 bill.
1275
Am at the Y. M. C. A., and at this time. 4.30
1287
p. m.. the place is crowded with soldier*.
Some are at the lunch counter, bat most all 1293
are wrltir.g letters or reading.
I planned to 1298
go to one of the big churches this morning, 1303
but had a little work to do at Just the wrosg 1314
time. After dinner, hunted up a wash woman
1317
and engaged her to do my laundry, for very
1323
little pay. It is not easy to get hot water in
1329
Am told
camp now that the weather ia warm
1332
that a French soldier is paid about 15 cents
1349
per day.

German peace camouflage no longer
fools President Wilson. “The United
States,” be declared in a speech at
New York Saturday night, “will not
be diverted from its purpose of winning the war by insincere approaches
on the subject of peace. I have tested
those intentions, and hav * found them
insincere. I now recognize them for
what they are—an
opportunity to
have a free hand, particularly in
the East, to carry out purposes of conquest and exploitation. Every proposal with regard to accommodation
in the West involves a reservation in
regard to the East. I intend to stand

by Russia

as

well

as

France.”

Conservation of bird life ns an
economic necessity is now demanding
attention. John Burroughs, the natnralist, some time ago prepared statistics to prove that if all bird life
were destroyed, man would starve to
death in eight or ten years, as insects
would literally eat him out of house
and home. And yet on almost every
farm you will find from one to half a
dozen bird-killing oats, while the farmer and perhaps the farmer’s wife
oompla^n that there is “some little

Yesterday I had an interesting talk with a
Belgian. He told me much about the early
days of the war. during which time his
mother sod father were killed by Germans.
This lad has been in Germany, England and
U. S. A. I believe since I landed in France I
have seen men from every state in the U. 8
A., and every country—or I would any. every
civilised country—in the world. Can see. on
walking down town, men (soldiers) from
South America, Central America. Africa.
Chine. Japan. England, Belgium. Russia,
Germany, etc. You understand that not all
are in the uniform of their own country, but
are taking part in the war.
The Y. M. C. A. Is a large one and ia located
Jnat outside the camp gate and only a very
short distance from town. Since landing on
French soil I have seen quantities of all kinds
of war equipment. The big tanks you read
about and see pictured are some machines.
Am feeling fine, and hope I
will be out of
Prance before fail.
Lovingly.

bug” to eat everything they plant.
Federal and state laws and gradually
awakening public opinion have done
much in recent years for the protection of birds, but there is a lot that

might

be done

right

at home.

Quit

cat-farming, for instance.
Get busy. The law in many states,
with fine or jail as the penalty, and
public opinion in all states, with social
ostracism as the penalty, are getting
after the loafer, whether rich or poor.
The world has no use to-day for the ;
idle man. The first point raised is,
j
who is the loafer? That point was I

|

quickly

decided in Baltimore when a
wealthy club man was fined as an idler
because he could not show that he
was engaged in any industrious occupation. The law recently passed in
New York state is also specific: “The
possession of money, property or income

sufficient

to

1359
1363
1368
1374

those regularly dependent upon him
is inadmissible as a defence.” Maine
has no suoh law as yet, simply becacse

finishing

work

on

her

Chaa P A rata. Bar Harbor.

1404

N Johnson, Deer Isle.
Lin wood Perkins, Bluehill.

1414

Percy

1415

1429

Powers, Deer Isle.
Melviu J McMahon, Stonington.
John M Dunbar, Trenton.
Walter Orr, Franklin.

1441

Earl E

1418
1418

Edmund

Dodge,

Seal Harbor.

Wm K

Billings,

North Penobacot.

Johnson, Bar Harbor.
1444 John C Firth, Bluehill.
1449 Lester J Lurvey, Northeast Harbor.
1451
Lvsander Hooper, North Snllivan.
1456 Carlton P Johnson, Bar Harbor.
1457 John D Coombs, Franklin.
1470 Charles F McMahon, Stonington.
1478 Leonidas H Lufkin, Stonington.
1480 Shirley N Reynolds. Northeast Har.
1443

cat a.

Edward H

1488

Pearl R Taiuter. Brooklin.

1404

Carl N

AJfOTHER CALL.
been

issued

for

seven

men to report May 30 and leave for camp
The Orland Red Cross is now holding
call ia
not as Urge as
May 31. This
weekly meetings for work. Ths young
being baaed on the number
the legislature is not in session, but people of the society netted from their anticipated,
of Class I men still available, of which
public opinion here as elsewhere is recent entertainment about |28.
there are about 130 in this county. While
Joseph Douglass lost a valuable young the call ia for seven, nine will be sent if
getting after the loafer. Get busy.
cow by an unusual accident on
Sunday. all report. The men called are:
She was tied in the field to feed, and was
136 Shirley Gross, Stonington.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
found with her head so bent under her
287 Donald Cameron, Bar Harbor.
as
to dislocate her neck.
S&l Francis I Sinclair, East Sullivan
C. F. Hoemer, secretary of the Y. M. C. body
There will be cottage prayer-meetings
931
Lawreuce Dorian, Byckaport.
A., at Bar Harbor, left Thursday for New
York, and will sail soon for France for during the evenings of the week begin- 1241 Ellsworth A Kobinson, Swans Island
1284 LAoyd Havey, West Sullivan
Y. M. C. A. work at the front. The Bar ning May 20, conducted by Rev. David
1497 George W Sullivan, Bar Harbor.
Harbor Y. M. C. A. refused to accept his Angel, pastor of the Methodist church.
resignation, and gave him a leave of Beginning Sunday, May 26, there will be 1514 LeonTilden, Ellsworth.
a faeries of evangelistic services
in the 1515 Edmund P. Hooper, So. Gouldaboro.
absence.
Methodist church, to continue during the
Four of these men were among those exweek, or ten days, in charge of Rev. Felix amined last Thursday.
War Workers in Washington.
Powell, evangelist. The Sunday services
IN ORDER FOR CALL.
The ladies of the Congressional delewill be at 10.30 a. m. and 7. p. to.
The men next in order for call are:
gation from Maine in Washington, in \ Commander ifa F. Gross of James E.
1496 Linwood Chick, Great Pond.
./conjunction with the Vermont delegation, Hall post G. A. K. of Bucksport, has au* i
1530 Ivory L Gross, Buckaport.
last Sunday held a successful reception nounced that memorial services will
be
1534 James E Marc yea, Bar Harbor.
at the Congressional club lor the women
held at the .dethodist church Friday, May
1547 Elisha Young, Gouldaboro.
war-workers from Maine and Vermont.
at
2
o’clock. There will be an address |
31,
1548 Kay 8 Blaisdell, East Orland.
A considerable number of women from by Kev. Frederick
Paliedino, singing by 1560
Stephen C Rankin, Bnckaport.
both states are in Washington at the school children directed
by Mrs. Olive 1566
Lev) G Moulden, Swan’s Island.
present time doing different kind6 of war Peavey, and music by the Bucksport band.
1558
William O Eaton, Deer Isle.
In many cases the women are The school
work.
children, teachers, societies
1560 Robert L Dix, Hancock.
young and without many friends or ac- i and
:

citizens

quaintances, and this movement, which
instigated by Mrs. John A. Peters,
was for the purpose of bringing the warworkers together, getting them in touch
with the Congressional
delegation and
with each other, and assisting them in
was

invited

are

to

join

in escort

to the veterans.

j

Monday morning,

is

said

less

ceiving congratulations
son, born

to

sprains,

village,

and bolted.

May

on

the birth of

a

19.

the
Mrs. Vincent DeCouroey spent
week-end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Dunbar.

j

be

serious

but the

injuries

from

to the

shock

father

20

1588

Mr.

;

Joy,

Bar Harbor.

them liable to

Following is the result
Thursday:
service

as

!

t

of the cxamina-

above, Noe. 287, 861,

Accepted for military service:
Harvey N Ginn, Orland.
1774 Stephen V
Cbipman, Buckaport
1807 Howe R Homer, Trenton
1876 Alfred Sprague, Swan’s Island
1957
Ephraim Sullivan, Buckaport
2082 Emmons P
Gray, Buckaport
2220 A W Larnpber. Mt Desert
2223 Martin Fletcher, Amherst
2235 Harvard E Tracy, North Sullivan.
2242 David O Rodick, Bar Harbor.
2250 Herman G Romer, Trenton.
2252 Emery A Snow, North Brookaville
2268 Everett L Nevilla. North
Sedgwick
2271 Melvin L Small, Sunset

Mr. and Mrs. James De Roc her arrived
• 100 REWARD. 9100
Saturday from New Hampshire, after a i The readers of this paper will be
pleased
to iearu that there is at least one dreaded
week's absence.
Accepted for limited service:
disease that science has been able to core in
m Walter Clement, North
Mrs.
Etta
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Snow,
ail its stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh
Sedgwick.
influenced
being
1577
the
gieatly
constitutional
by
Forrest L Al tjee, Bernard.
Dunbar and Miss Marion Giabs spent
conditions requires constitutional treatment.
2256
Ernest
week-end in Camden.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken internally
Norwood, Southwest Harbor
and acts through the blood on the mucous
In emergency fleet:
Mr. and Mrs. John Montgomery and surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the
Children of Bucksport are at “Phoebe foundation of the disease, giving the patient
8#4 Carl Tburber, Bar Harbor
strength by building up the constitution and
Bock" cottage tor the summer.
assisting nature in doing its work. The 1234 Irving JL Carter,
Sedgwick
have so much fsith in the curative
proprietors
been
who
has
at
1277 Raymond A
Mias Ruth Blaisdell,
Biwdeo, Bucks port
powers of HsM’s Catarrh Medicine that they
Bucksto
offer
Ooe
Hundred
Dollars for any osse that 1386 Wendell M
home several months, has gone
Norwood, Bar Harbor
it fails to cure. Bead for list of testimonials.
1309 Maurice A
F J CHRNKY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
port, where she baa employment.
Howard, BloahiU
“•
Bold
aJJ
by
Druggists, 76c.
11437 Alton H Gross, Stonington
I
May*.

j

severe

Bnckaport, in th« 8tmt« of Mnlnc,
cIom of ba»ln#M on Majt 10, 1M.

..

penalty.

Bar Harbor.

Dear Isle.

Bucksport.

Total.

Harbor, B.
Flye, of the

E. Clark

be

from

Hodgkins,
charge at
assistant;
board, at

assistant;

a«

Circulating

K.

board, at Oeer Isle,
Paul W. Scott aa assistant;
Andrew P.
Havcy, chief registrar, at Sullivan, W.
B. Biaisdell as assistant, and Wiley C.
Co nary, chief registrar, at
Bucksport,
Burke Leach

as

local

assistant.

IN VR0TIUATIKO

A

the

adjutant-

representative
general’s office was in Ellsworth yea teriuvealigating
complaints as to deday,
ferred classifications.

plaints

from

Most of these
who claim

people

unfair discrimination has been

com-

that

shown

in

registrant because of misThese cases are being
representation.
investigated individually by the adjutantgeneral’s office. The luvestigator spent a
some

few hour* at the office of the

local

board

here, and is now working in the western
part ©f the county.

Jar Sate,
Ed—Heavy work horses, driving
horses; some good trsdes (or quick cash
M.
R. < akmsm*.
Alto carriages.
buyer
Ellsworth, Me

HORS

Jfot SaU

ot

to S.tt.

l>ean street; well arranged for
two small families; stable suitable for
garage-; laud for garden. Will aelJ or rent to
right party. Mas. B P. Phillips. KUsworth

not’SB

on

Lost.
and Brooks
a blue sack
Red <’ro>s
bunch of keys in pocket.
F. A. Holmks. Sedgwick

Black's

hollow

rille. postoffice
BETWEEN
Sunday,
Masonic emblem and
coat,
on

with

button on lapel;
Reward offered.
Telephone. 11-8

BOOK
Savings department pass
book No 14k issued by the saving* department of Burrill National Bank of Ells
worth- Kind«
please leave same at Burrill
E. P. Small. Cashier.
National Bank.
—

PASS-

jfcmaU Jktlp ffflantrb.
/''I IRL—Por summer, girl ©r woman as help
VX sod companion. Modern houae. electrie washing-machine, etc.
Address Y. P..
care Ambbican office. Ellsworth.
nutse or attendant for a sanitarium for nervous and mental diaeasea.
Salary. #24 a montn with board and laandry.
Address. S. Lour-. Stamford. Conn.

FEMALE

HOTEL HELP WANTED
PA WOMEN and girls wanted for best
tXV-r year around hotels In Mains; 2fi
waitresses,
fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooka. Bell and
third cooks for
anu
bu»s boya. second
hotel positions, Apply always to Maims Ho
tbl Aobncy. new quarters. 00 Main street,
S?
years.
800 girls
Established
Bangor
Inclose
wanted for best summer hotels.
stamp for reply. Pew high grade housework

places.

fttlp €HanH.
MEN

AND QIRL8 WANTED.
unemployed or not woiking on

are

yon
IP
government
needed. We

work
aeivicee are
your
are in need of male and iemale
manufacturing ammunition for the
help forState*Government
in a Massachusetts
United
factory. Call nr write our Maine represent*'
tive, L. P. Cncacu, 90 Main Street. Bangor.
No office fee charged.
Maine

The mail-order house is advertising
to do about itt

What

[

'■

Rh“l.V

out-

serve

Postal savings deposits,
Other time deposits.
of
time
deto
reposits subject

HleefnVoTSS

MalSf

1.1*6

46.666

90

l,1#i

56

56

166,060 18

3,17*11
17*90

no.426

t*

3.4*2
307.03*

j Total

66
06

OennL

«2?

ttr#IT

a

..

eighteen.
On the foregoing petition ordered, that notice thereof be given to all neranaa intereated. bv causing a copy of aaid petition and
this.order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
aatd county, the drat publication to be at least
thirty days prior to the hearing thereon, that
they may appear at a probate court ta be held
said
at Ellsworth,
la
and
for
county,
on
the sefcond
day of July, a. d. 1918.
and
at
In
ten
o’clock
the forenoon,
show cause. If any tbey have, why tbe prayer
of tbe petitioners should not be granted.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest -Cuba R. Muuam. Acting Reciter

STATE OF MAINE.
Htscoci as.
To tbe Honorable Justice of tbe Bupreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Ellsworth. within and for tbe aaid county of
4,664 38
1
Hancock ou tbe fourth Tuesday of April,
a. d. 1918
A. DAVIS, of Backaport. in aaid
county, wife of William J. i>avi*. r*
spect fully represents that she was lawfully
60,000 00 married to the said William J. Davis on Jann
ary 19. IW4, by the Rev. .Vlr. Garland, of HampTotal. #475.363 70 den. Maine. That your libellant baa reside i
to this .State, lu good faith, for one year pri <r
8TATE OF MAINE.
to the commeocemeut of these proceeding'
That tbe *8*d libeller has besn gulUy if
Coi/mnr or Hancock a*:— I. ParkerS. Ken- !
nedv. cashier of the above-named
bank, j extreme crueit? towards your libellant, and
of cruel and abusive treatment. and being >>f
oo
swear that the above statement
solemnly
| sufficient ability, or being able to labor and
;
is one to tke beat of my knowledge and be1 provide for
her.
grossly or wantonly and
Passu* 8. Kkmxudy. Cashier.
lief.
cruelly refuses or neg ecaa to provide auitab.e
Bubscribed and aworn to before me this 16th maintenance for bet; that on or about
Heiteu.of
t»l&
day
May.
ber 16. 1914. the said William J. Davit utterly
WlLIV C. OOUAXY,
deserted your libellaut without cause an<l
Notary Public.
went to parts unknown to her. since which
Correct-—Attest:
time she has never seen or beard from 1m
Pascal P. Oilmobk.
that said utter deser Ion has continue! for
Hakuy R. (Ioocins,
Directors.
three consecutive years next prior to the '.iFa an 8. BuiMtrr. I
ing of this lioel; that at* residence is unknown to your libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligenceWherefore she prays that she may be
granted a decree of divorce.
Dated February », 1818.
Floss A. Davis.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock • i.
rPAKKN this twenty first day of May A. It. COMM OX WEALTH OF M AHHACHUSKTTH.
February M, 191*.
i 191*. on esrcut ion dated May 7, A D. 191*. Scrrot* ot.
named
the aoove
1 wined on • ju-tguicul rendered hr the Ho*
Personally appeared
Flora A- Davis, and made oatb that the above
premr Judicial Court, for tbe county of Hanher
libel by
eubscrioed was true
cock a the term thereof begun and held on
Before me,
the fourth Tuesday of April A, D. 191*. to wit, !
PWKSTOM B ('lOICIILL.
S
on tbe twenty sixth day of April A. D. 1918, In
favor of l> K. Hurley, of Ellsworth. Hancock !
Notary Publi'
county, Maine, against Robert H. Bennett, of (Seal)
commission
My
expires March. i*X>
Kden. in aaid county, for srveoty dollar* and
fifteen ceuta, debt or tlaoisg? and nine dollars
HTATB OF MAIXE.
aod utnety-*our cents, costs of suit, and will
be sheriff's office
be sold at public auction a
Hancock »*.
Herman* Judicial Cocat.
In said Klisworth to tbe highest bidder on
April Term. A. D. 1918.
tbe twenty-ninth day of June at ten o'clock
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered Thai
real
described
the
forenoon,
the
in
following
the libellant give notice to the said libeller
estate and all the right, title and interest
appear betore the Justice of o.*r supreme
which tbe aa <1 Robert b
Bennett has in and
Judicial court, to he hoiden at Ellsworth,
to tbe same, or had on tbe shirty-first day of
within and for the county of Hancock, on tbs
;
January A. b 191*. at tea o'clock and forty
secoud Tuesday of October a. d. 1918, by pub
five mmole* in the forenoon, the time when
listiing an attested copy of said libel and this
| the same wr*s attached on the writ in the oider
thereon, three weeks successively in the
lame suit, to wit, a certain lot or parcel of
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed »n
land s tualed in that part of Eden known as
Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the 1*«
Bar Harbor, and bounded and described aa
publication to be thirty days at least prior
follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake on the
to the secoud Tuesday of October next, that
east line of a private way sixteen and flveshe may there and then in our said court apForrest
avenue
from
tenths
feet
wide,
;
leading
pear and answer to said libel.
and at tbe southwes comer of lot No. tt. on a
t\ F. Masonry.
plan of Huow and Morse, which plan lire
Clerk of the Hup. Jud. Court.
deeds
for
Hancock
ef
in
co'ded
A true copy of the libel, officer's return ana
registry
county ; thence following aaid line of aaid order ot court thereon.
private wav aouih thirty four degrees west
Attest;—T. F. Masonry, Clerk
I sixty feet to a stake; thence running aouih
fifty-six degrees east nil ety feet to a stake;
thence aorta four degrees and fifty-one min- To all
«**
persons Interested in either of the
utes east sixty-nine feet to a stake at the
tales hereinafter named:
soul beast corner of aaid lot No. 13; thence
sod
in
north fifty six degrees west following the At a probate court held at Bllsworth.
for the county of Hancock, on the eigh! southerly line of said lot No. 21 fifty-four and
teenth da* of May. in the year of our
four-teniba feet to place of beginning and be
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eithing lot No. tt aa described on said plan of
teen. In vacation.
tne
same
and
Morse.and
Hnow
being
premises
following matter* having been preconveyed to tbe aaid Robert H. Bennett by
sented for the action thereupon hereinHenry M. 8mitb by deed dated August *9.
Thai
1998, aod recorded in Hancock coaoty registry after indicated, it is hereby ordered:
of deeds, book *79, page ms.
notice thereof be given to all person interWaso W. Wbscott.
ested, by causing a copy of this order to oe
to®
Sheriff.
published three weeks successively in
Si. 191*.
Ellsworth American, a newspaper publishsa
| Ellsworth, May
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they *“**
appear at a probate c^na to be held at Elisof ofic«n aud corporators elected at
»•
worth, on the eleventh day of June,
annual meeting of Hancock County bard )9l*. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
HI
It.
■worth, Maine, May
191*.
ings bank,
and be heard thereon If they see cause.
ornoni.
VIUlu H. V. HoMrtooa. l.u ol Bar H*'-.
Polttloo ‘not
bor, la Mid count,. dacMoed.
Angus-as K. Moore, president; Charles B.
Charles L. Morang or some other suitabi®
Burnil. treasurer.
be appointed administrator of
person
oo a roe * rose
a*
estate of said deceased, presented by ■***
H C. J *rden, A K Moore, Harry £. Bowe,
Robertson, widow of said deceased.
P. H She*, W A. Alexander. A. F. Burnham,
tb®
Blanche B. Robinson, late of
A. C. Stover, C. K. Wigg|n, M. W. Abbott, H.
county and state of X. w York, decease**C- Htrattoo. William O. Emery. Chas. H BurFirst and final account of Boyd Bartl®**. aa
rill. Frank J Du nr >*y. Orlando W. hose, P.
ministrstor, died for settlement.
Forrest
O. Silsby, John H.
K- Kearns.
Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK.
Brimmer. C. E Alexander, Harry A Smith,
said Court at Blisworth, this
Lswia Hodgkins, <t W. Wakefield. Edward F.
e
one
Smalt, John M Wuitmore, Wm. Small, Chaa.
day of May. In the year of onr Lord
thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
J. Brown. Ha old P. Carter. B. B. Walker,
1 H. H. Harden. Frank L.
Heath, W. V. Chute.
Ouu K N0LUI. Actio* fUgil*'O. P. Cunningham
Attest;—Cnee. B. Bcaaitx, Clerk.
B. Mci.ua. Actio* ■a*1'**''
serve

206.536 8*

Other United Slates deposits, including cfkpoelts
of U.
8.
disbursing
t-ffleer*...
Bill* payable, other than
with Federal
Reserve
bank, including all obii
re presen ing
galluus
money borrowed, other
than rediscount*.

INLORA

j

j

j

jHcga'

«

THE

LIST

SKA If 1C If.
Chance for Advancement—Free.
U. 8. Shipping Board free navigation achool
at Portland trains seamen for officers' bertha
Short cut to the
in new Merchant Marine.
bridge- Two years’ sea experience required.
Native or uaiur Used citlxens only. Course
six weeksMilitary exemption. Apply to
PaawK A. Wilson at school, Municipal Bldg,
Portland, between IJ8 And ft p. m. Saturdays
8-SO a. m- to 11 noon.

f or your business.

notes

standing..-.
Net amount due to banks,
bankers and trust companies.
Total of It earn.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates
of
deposit
due fa lass than 60days,
than lov money
rowed)....
Cashier's
outchecks
standing.
Total
demand
deposits
de(other than hank
posits.
subject to re-

Ciber

COMPLAINTS.
of

come

discounts.#146433 U

■——-—

Sullivan.

Bar

tfc«

Total loans..
146483 IS#116433 IS
Overdrafts..
3*4 3ft
1.8 bonds deposited to
seen re clrculatioo
(par
value)
#50.000 00
U. 8 bond* *«d certificates
of indebtedness
pledged
to secure U. 8. deposits
M00 00
(>ar value).
prrmlums on U. 8 hood*.
36.000 00
Liberty Loan Bonds SVj
per cent, sod « per cent.
ntipledgrrt
1,060 00
Pay menu actually made
on Mbertjr 4'* per cent
bonds-.
6400
4400 00
Bends other «h»n U. 8.
bonds pledged to secure
6,000 00
posts saving* deposits
securities oils than U 8.
bonds
(nut
including
stocks>owned unpledged, !37.373 66
Tot*!
securibonds.
ties, etc. acber than U 8.- 136,773 9*
Stock of Federal Reserve
bank 433 per cent, of sub1.300 00
scription).
Value c8 banking house
16463 70
16433 70
Kqutty ia banking house-.
Furnitsresnd fixtures1467 96
Real estate owned other
than hanking bouse.
M6 19
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank.
1347934
Cash in vaalt and net
nmots'i due from National banka..
16,943 96
Net amount
due
from
banka and bankers, and
trust companies.
1479 76
Total of Items.
3341# 73
('becks an banka located
outside of city or town of
reporting bank and other
cash items.
61 41
Redemption (and with U.
8. treasurer
and dns
from V. 8. treasurer.
1460 00

Ellsworth.

A.

At

RKBOUROKB.
Loans and

The registration will be under control
of the local board. In Hancock county
the board has designated the following
places tor aegistration, and registrants
may report at the moat convenient place,
no matter in what town of the county
they reside:

East brook.

1341 and 1284.

Little Angel Present
A primary teacher, admonishing little Ann, who usually was a model
child, for misconduct, said: "I thought
I had a little angel in the room. Now
where is she?” Little Betty, on the
other side of the room, stood up meekly and shyly answered: "Here I is."

i__

E

Haraaen,

tione last

Called for

are

V.

E

RESULT OF EXAMINATIONS.

and

severe.

May

Frank Gray is making repairs on his
house, which he will rent for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Blaindell are re-

Ralph

1590

*401d hill” at the

Ur. and Mrs. Gilliland of Norwood,
Maaa., were at their cottage last week.

1596

port seminary, his horse became frightened by a passing bicycle coming down

when

Davis and Miss Alice were thrown from
a great success, there
the carriage and
severely bruised. Dr.
being about 100 Maine people present. Snow was
called, and the father and
The ladies were received by Mrs. Peters,
daughter taken to their home on the
Mrs. Wallace H. White, jr., and Miss
Castine road. The condition of the girl
Page, daughter of Senator Page, of Ver-

BAST OKLAND.

1591

Herbert A Young, Gouldsboro.
Clarence S Eaton, Little Deer Isle.
Aipheus H Kingsley, W Gouldsboro
Harold E Hastam, Waltham.
Roy B Grindie, Biuehill.

1584

any way

mont.

Shirley

1573

James H. Davis
taking his daughter Alice to Bucks-

was

possible.
The reception was

1563

At

REGISTRATION DAY.

favor of

Knowlton, Stonington.

Another call has

home.

Bncksnort National Bank

The act bringing all men who have attained the age of 21 years since Jane 5 last
under the army draft law, was signed by
the President Monday, and a proclamation
was immediately issued tixingWedneaday,
June 5, as registration day.
All men, whether citizens or not, who
have reached the age of 21 since June 5
last, or will be 21 on or before June 5 next,
are required to register.
The burden is
upon them, and failure to register lays

Maine.

8TATK OF MAINE.
Hancocg as.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth. In and for aaid county of Hancock,
on the fourteenth day ef May. in the year of
nine hundred and
our Lord one thousand

-OK THB-

Not reporting:
Winfield Merithew, Swan’s Island.

h

ot

8.V.h'«..o‘‘^
Mccl^*
of K.n'.^

CONDITION

1345

cl
loo of

8,™2?

KKKORT OK

Hybor.

b..c

K

countiSr

National Bank £tatrmr>its.

385 Charlea A Ripley, Buckaport.
518 Paul E Rueaell. Bar Harbor.
877 Lndolpb Hodgktne, Bar Harbor
086 Elwin F Blaiedell. Orland
1104 George W Higgine, Eliaworth
1432 Ray Leach, Weat Penobeeot
1549 Ezra D Reed, Seal Cove.
1835 Frank A Grindle. Surry.
2023 Edwin Swazey, Sent Cove
2251 Anaon B Cutler, Bar
2291a Victor I Anderson, Surry

tb.

H.noo^.^'**
of Lewlaton. eoSSS
HRaPBCTrULLT
AWOoSSSS11Maine. Prank 8. rail of Ktlewo'ib lo™**1";
Hancock. Maine, that ike, EV
1^
Sorry, c.mnl,
Hancock.
rmtMt.u R

J p‘'®‘

N.

30.

2197

George C Wardwell, Penobeeot

MAINK.

#479436 70

May

Letter M Green, Sedgwick
Willard H McCauley, Stonlugton
2223a Charlea T Seigar, Eliaworth
2240 Vincent Co nary, Buckeport.
2245 Elwin L Bunker. Klleworlh.
2200 Seth Blodgett. Went Brookaville

OP

To Ike Honorable, tha Jadaa of
Oonrt Id and for tb. Count, of

LIABILITIES
#60.00000
Capital stoek paid la
6400 00
Surplus fund.
Undivided profile- #16.730 7#
Less currant espeners. inl.tOO V
1460 6*
terest, and tear* paid

home.

2154

The registration hours will
7 a. m. to 9 p. m.
I>r. L
W.
of the local board, will be in
Ellsworth, with J. A. Stuart as
George K. Poller, of the local

1393

W. S. Hutchins

summer

Islestord.

1388

superintendent.
Mrs. Fred Hersom of Chelaia, Mass., has
been in town for s few daya, overseeing

|

Trenton.

Grant, Stonington.
Clyde M Smith, Sunset.
Everett 8 Torrey, Southwest Harbor.
Wendell P Varnum, Penobacot.
Leon E Googioa, Waltham.
George W Coolin, Deer isle.
Charles E Daniels, Indian Point.
Andrew Corbett, Bar Harbor.
Hoyt Cousins, Northeast Harbor.
x
Horace H Li scorn b. Bar Harbor.
Carl H Ward well, Penobacot.
Jay Leach, Weal Penobacot.
Ellis W Springer, North Hancock.
Pearly C Beaton, Bar Harbor.

T

in

were

Uapt. and Mra. N. D. King, who hare
spent the winter at Boat hern Pines, are

Rejected:

Charles H

Spurling,

Derive

Sunday.

Deferred:

Arnold J Patten, Ellsworth.
John W Carter, Ml Desert.
Norman E Powers, Deer Isle.
Ralph M l*acb, Bluehill.
Robert O Do flee. Ellsworth.
Lather E Kenniston, Amherst.
Harold R. Dow. North Brooksville.
Daniel B Allen. Bluehill.
Oscar R Seavey, Southwest Harbor.
Warren C Dunbar, Oriand.
Bartlett Cottle, Ellsworth.
Maynard F Jordan, Islestord.
Harvey W Heath, South Oriand.
John A Parker, Bluehill.
Irving A Christy, North Sedgwick.
Hollis A Watson, Beal Harbor.
Julian A Butler, Franklin.
Oscar O K rants, Cranberry Isles.
Roscoe C Carpenter, Oriand.
Joseph Dennett, Oastine.
Loring N Young, N Brooksville.
James N Sheehan, Bucksport.

Hopkins,

Mra. Walter

over

"TATE

Melroae. coonlr of Mlddl.aei w..
ckueettv Cor* L. Welch rtf Kllawortb
of H.ncock. Maine, lellle A.
Harbor, count, of Hancock.
Reynold* of Hnnieretlle. county of if
Ma.aatboM.ua, Klla M Bennett
tale, county of Arooetook. Maine Hi?"'
Hatkell of Redlnnda.
connty of
nnrdmo. ("nlifoiol*. Edward Ila.k.i
known. Robert Haakell of Brewer.
Penobacot. Maine, J* ret Haeke I Af
fornln. Mr*. Ml ler Wray of Re,.r,
of Suffolk, M...acbuM.lt,
Homeretlie, Maa-achuaetu. Oeorela
ne, ot Week, Ml la. county
Main*, are tbe belrim-law, llelne In in.
f. rent elate# tn lb* United Riatea. of
P. Haakell. deceaaed. who left real
In aald county of Hancock, doncrib,,! *
M
follows:
First lot: Situated In Rllsworth. in
county of Hancock, lo wit: Hegiuaing on th.
east side of Water street, at ao iron
bolt. th.
northwest corner of John Honker's lot; th-nc*
running northerly on the line of said
two rods to an Iron bolt; thence
easterly
parallel to said Hunker's north line set«.n
rods and ntns links to an iron bolt, beta, th*
writ line of
Harry C. Jordan's hon»e*i**d im
thence south eighteen and one
quarter del
grees east on said Jordan's line two rods to
an Iron bolt, being said Jordan's
southwest
corner, and the north line of John Bunker1!
lot; thence westerly on the said line of John
Hunker's let, seven rods and nine links to
the place of beginning, containing
fourteen
and eighteen twenty knits square rod*
Mecond lot:
Mtuated in aaid
Rllsworth
aforesaid, (o wit: Bounded on the -«•»«« by*
lot Ol laud now owned by the said <r*urgrp
Haskell, deceased; hotroded oo the north by
laud of Ha*M Haruor; bounded on th* cut by
Hancock street end noun >e ion tbe Month t»v
Cross street. Being esrwe demerit*«1 in uced
from Hot)ts I. Higgins to Georgs F Masked
deceased, dated August MV a «f i2 A. mu<i ieoorded in Hancock county Ma.u«. registry of
deeds, in book 4*V page lie
Third lot:
Mttuaied
in
sail Ellsworth
aforesaid, to wl»: A lot which Mbrpb*n Torry
mortgaged 10 Hrttry H. Joe.se by deed dst-d
May 22. lOVT: sal t mortgage w»* a«»igrted to
Mores Hal* by George Pnrcber. adastuiorator
of Henry S J me* June 1 l**9. aid o, (g.
tbiru «lar uf November. «bWV Mow* Hsie assigned the tame lo Lucinda J. Grlndie and
recorded In the HancuCA registry of deeds.
I. 122. page »
Also a lot * hand adnexa mg
tbe »bor* which Snmn>'r KlSsid deedro to
Lucinda J. Grind!- by rfs-t-d dated April a,
tb*?. and recorded tn ssLt regte<ry of d" it,
«Ol <32.
lot s»ik>tiita* auk
p-vge SAi. At SO
Sidney riQeld deeded to Lucinda J. Gnnd‘e
by deed dated January 2, its*, and recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds. sol
i*>. p*gr
421
The said three lots. in ibis third lot, yr.a
and make one lot, and bound'd seven s&d
one-half rods on Jrose street and four reds
on Franklin street. Being tbe sw<nr descrioed
in deed from Lucinda J Grlndie to George K
Haskell, decease 1. dated May UR a d uXtal
recorded in »ald registry of deed* In sol tig,
page Mil. That ths owners of said res! estate
cannot dispose
of their separate in rrssts
without loss
Whjrefore your petitioners pray that Edmood J Walsh or some other suitable prreoa
be sutboriied t<» sell said real .*atate at public
sale and distribute tbe proceeds, after paying
evpeosrs. imorg said heirs according to their
respective rights Ihrrstn.
R. K Bahaitx.
Kaawa M C*u.
Gated this first day of May. a. d. 1212-

vllle.

1507

Erwin R

will be

support himself and

Harper, Heal Cove.
Forrest Richardson, Lsmoioe.
Irving 8 Gray, Hall’s Cove.
Ralph H Dinsmore, Fast brook.
Harry A Bridges, Bucksport.

1385

ORDAND.

Wednesday, Sept. 25.

been

Glendon

Leland B

Mr. and
Freoklin

for examination elee-

Parker W Feiinelly, Norlheatl Har.
300
William Arate, Bar Harbor.
1145 Jamea G Appleby, North Brookevllle
1524 Edward J Liberty, South Brooke-

Wm P Hutchins, Oriand.
1378 Tilden H Knowlton, Stonington.

Narramissic grange will hold its annual
fair

have

working at Oonldeboro.

Ellsworth last week.

107

1377

#

_La

men

more

2173 Hoyt
2175 George T Buldoc. Buckaport
2231
Florae! ou D Young, Stonlngton
Tranafer laaued

is

Smith

Mra. Arthur Ashmore, Jr., ot Ellsworth,
is visiting bare.
Florence and Elsie Ashmore visited in

wbere:

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO

Two

Koy

B Hatnor. Bar Hartior

RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS THURSDAY
—PLANS FOR REGISTRATION DAY,

of

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and trill be
made known on application

Ernea!

1861

following letter, just received from

BY THK

Jeene

1564

iUgal Xotur*.

EAST LAMOJNE.

P Carpenter, Houtbweat Harbor
K Witnee, Mt Deeert Ferrjr.
Raymond C Farley, Bernard
Lyman M Stover. Blnehill
Archie A Bowden. Orland

1500
1851

Hoy (letting Some of the
Food We Save.

Laurence L. Treworgy of Bangor, “somewhere in France,” son of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Treworgy of Ellsworth, should be

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

DRAFT.

ARMY

THE

ore

you going

cHj»

J •**•?£

AttM* ^Slaoa

Beast of Berlin.”
concerned tn «he production
Beeet oi Berlin,
the
,hf **K*i**r.
o» eetietectioti obtained
« » deep
task well done. Every
through a worthy
S'1"1 wUh 1'»*bin* ,nd
tetor i«
for everything Hohenaollern.

THK II AXIOM MOAI>.

“The

irvervona

1

IfTolaion

of

“The

nert Julian’* impereonetion
wallowing in tbe blood of Eorope,
itale screen artlefe
high tribute to

H

5“^,"
,Te

’^"making
the
Berlin"

“The

Kaiser, Ibe Beaal of

producer*

have

accomplished

tbe production of * photoplay.
been of distinct service U* tbe
They beve
iirP

tbftn

government

and

tbe

allied

cause.

the real danger conThrough thi* picture
nation* ie presented
fronting democratic
In such tangible form a* to
t0lh« masse*
defy contradiction.
tbe atory ia founded
Every incident of
tb* aubtitle* constantly
fact,
historical
w
of
referring lo tbcae “with Just enough
added' to carry tbe etory.
Ibe dramatic
with tb# Kataer'a meeting with
It begins
end tbe declaration of war.
hi, miniatare
after incident, inThen follow incident
inveelon of Belgium, tbe
cluding tbe
tb* Kaiser in
leering up ol tbe treaty by
which he had guaranteed the sovereignty
tbe invasion of
of thi* little country;
Louvein end the subsequent atrocities;
Interview in which Ibe
the famous Cerard

Work

MARRIED.

Haines'

that when the short stretch of road on the
top of Haines' hill is completed, no more
work

be done

Ellsworth,

Commercial, “is through a wilderness
without residents, and absolutely without
the

large amount of
to build this
the Kennebec river
completed it will be
in

comparison

to Bar

Harbor

and

georgette crepe, and carried a bouquet of
bridal roses. The bridesmaid was dressed

military necessity or commensurate commercial advantage. There is noplace in
the State that offers a worse piece of road
to build. There can be no question that
pended

has

returned

George Bartley Flaherty,
Lawrence Varnum left
Monday for
Mrs. Bartley C. Flaherty
8kow began, where be has employment.
of Woodfords, took place early WednesWynnes Haskell of Sargentville was a
day morning. May 15, at 8t. Joseph’s
Catholic church, Woodfords, Kev. John week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Blodgett.
W. Houlihan officiating.
The couple was attended by Miss Nellie
Mrs. Whitmore of Nortbport is caring
Frances Drummey of Norway, sister of for Mrs. Maude Farnham during her
the bride, and Alfred C. Flaherty, brother serious illness.
of the groom. The bride was
Mins C. M. Joy of Los Angeles, Ca.,1
attractively
attired in a traveling suit of dark blue,
recently arrived in town and ban opened
with large Parisian tailored hat of white
her cottage at Henry’s Point.

on

worth

a

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mins Laura U. Jones
from Arlington, Mass.

of Mr. and

son

the Bangor-Ellsroad this season. The Commercial
Paul
D.
quotes Engineer
Sargent of the
commission as authority for the statement
that the commissioners have decided upon
the continuation of an automobile road,
commencing at the Canadian boundary
line and working into Maine to Jackman,
a distance of nixteen miles.
“This," says
will

NEWS!

COUNTY

Kod

With Repair of
HR1TMMKY—FLAHERTY,
Hill, Is Report.
The marriage of Alice Gertrude DrumThe State highway commissioner#, acmej, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
cording to the Bangor Commercial, say J. Drum me of
y
Woodfords, formerly of
Will

in

money must be exautomobile road from

taupe colored suit with large hat of
harmonizing shade, and wore roses.
Immediately after the ceremony, a wedding breakfast was served to the relatives
and friends st the home of the bride's

to Canada, and when
but slightly traveled

parents, after which the young couple left
for a short wedding trip. Many useful

with the road from Bangor
and Hancock and Washing-

Hhaw

a

and valuable

gifts

were

spent

The

business

Bangor,

been

has

Haske'i, aged fourteen, of
Bomervilie, Mass., has sold bonds enough
in each liberty loan drhre to receive the
medals promised by the government for
this

work.

a

non

of

Mrs.

y

Maine and that, as the
has said, is of military
secretary
importance, is beyond | understanding
unless one should set It down to sheer

mediately put into operation their first-aid
knowledge, with the result that when Mr.

we

it

in

other cities.

obstinacy
Fat In Nuts.
Tbe fattest form of food U nnta;
almond* contain more than half their
weight In easily digestible fat.

ifiDrtttarmrnts,

war

and

KLLSWORTH FALLS.

Keuel
M. at

Miss Frances
eration for

and made

neighborhoods.
This indefinite,

hard-to-d escribe

state of poor health probably means
that you are thin-blooded and anemie.

Exhausted thin blood gets thinner,
low vitality falls lower, floor anpotite becomes poorer. Then tbe thoroughly exhausted system can no
longer resist, and on comes the prostrating illness or serious disease.
Treat the half-sick, Spring-tired
condition with that splendid course of
medicine—Hood’s Sarsaparilla, to
fortify the whole body; Peptiron, to
ironire and make rich red blood;
Hood's Pills to rouse the liver to its
regular daily duties,—and the halfwell revives to perfect health.
Have you ever tried this potent
combination of Spring medieinest
Each is valuable in itself but is trebly
w when used in this combination as
a regular course of treatment.

ence

to take

of hia oar,
tires.

Ordinary

underwent

Moore

an

op-

and

Knowlton.

Everett Strout and wife, who have been
working in Gardiner several years, are viBiting Mr. Strout’s parents, Emery Strout

WEST SULLIVAN.

Mr. Strout has been called to
service, and will leave for Camp Devens

and

passable."

Tire Hints.
B. B. Walker of the Ellsworth Foundry
A Machine Works, local selling agents
for the Michel in Tire Co., says that the
average motorist baa learned by ex peri*

summer.

appendicitis Tuesday morning,

by Dra. Hodgkins

HALF SICKJALF WELL

completed

for the

Whitcomb and John J. Whitney
home from Brunswick over Sunday.

were

with

counties be

Whitcomb is home from the U. of

Orono,

Eben

governor end members of the executive council, who should be swayed by
the demands of economy, common-sense,
i military importance and the rights of the
A Condition That Will Not Improve thousands of people who are asking that
this great highway from Bangor to Bar
Upon Itaolf.
Harbor and Hancock and Washington
the
In tbe
con-

depressing

reached Tucson several hours later, he
in good physical condition. The Boy
Scoats had the opportunity ot demonstrating
to the
natives of Oracle the results of the
training of this Justly famous organization.
Incidentally James and Otis are participating in the sale of the bondsof the third liberty
loan. They have forwarded to their Scout
master the evidence of the sale of nine bonds
to the cowboys and others of Oracle. By correspondence also they have sold more than
enough more to win the medals promised by
the government to all Scouts who sell ten or
more bonds.”
H.
May 20.

Harbor

the

Spring

wife.

the

S. Kincaid died at his home here
early Friday morning at the age of sixtyseven years.
Mr. Kincaid suffered a shock
early in the week, and a second attack the

Wooster of Greenville is visiting
cousio, Mrs. Harvey Thomas.
Mrs. Sarah Patchen has moved to
Bangor to open a lodging house. Her
many friends regret her departure.

day
ing

bef ore he died.
and

liked

He

industrious

by
life, except
all.

He

was

all his

he lived

in Otis.

was an

citizen,

enterprisand

well

goods

I

A

J.

free

one

expense for

Doz, 39c
Bot, 45c
Can, 22c
Bar, 4 1-2c

Kleanall,
Lenox Soap,

pk_ ftr

“Cash and

at

delivery

Carry” prices only.
morning. This saves

each

aud money for you.

us

"CASH AND CARRY" GROCER
ELLSWORTH

UAVkirC

H.

nAinCO,

the motorist both cash and

few years when
leaves two sisters,

Pythian

j

too many tears

place.

over

a

are

Josephine Bunker
and
Henry Bunker, who are at the
Eastern Maine general hospital in Bangor, are pleased to know that they are
improving.
The burlesque given at K. of P. hall
Monday evening, May 13, for the benefit
of the

JUST WHAT AMERICA NEEDS
TO MAKE IT A UNITED FORCE

Fighting Mad! This

German

Butcher

The KAISER

of

Miss

boost of Berlin”—

—

We Americans must Fight with silver bullets. The
scream of the Yankee Eagle is for Freedom.
You who
See the truth and your blood will boil.
are old will wish you were young—to Fight
the Hun.

high school baseball nine, was
it was given by some of the

high school pupils, under the direction
Mrs.
Florence MacKinnon. Every
part was well presented. To Mrs. MacKinnon belongs much credit, and she
conand the girls and boys are to be
gratulated upon the success which attended their efforts. It was repeated
for the benefit of
on Saturday evening

man

2

Days Only. Beg. Wed May

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

PENOBSCOT.

Une Amie.

May 23

22 and Thurs

Prices: 25 and 50 cents

•

the church.

May 20.

EXPOSE*11S

THEATRE

BIJOU

of

who got a red nose from taking too
many “smiles.”—Farm Life.

10

IT IS YOUR DUTY

a success,

Different Method*.
Many women get a red nose from

shedding

Stuart

Sisters at Lewiston.

Friends

The
Tiiden aud Howard of tb s
of all. The
family has the
fuueral was held at the home Sunday afternoon, Rev. Henry W.Conley officiating.
Interment at Juniper cemetery.

sympathy

son

visiting Mrs. William Cooper at Kumford.
Mrs. Abel attended the grand lodge of

fora

He

The Naked Truth

summer.

Mrs. Arthur Abel and

born and lived here

Mrs.

and tubes is

enemies to rubber.
Exposure to strong light and varying
degrees of temperature is also injurious to
rubber, robbing it of ita elasticity and
making it brittle. Always carry spare
tubes in the water-proof cloth bags supplied by all accessory dcaltr* for this purpcae.

We sell
We make

his

Bertha Preble of Bar Harbor and
Emma Jordan of this place, two
brothers, Augustus and Ralph Kincaid,
both of Ellsworth, one daughter, Mrs.
Hartwell Crosby of Somerville, Mass., and
three sons, William of Bangor, George of

spare casings

good insurance, and will save
trouble, and a
few suggestions, therefore, regarding the
proper care of tires may benefit the reader.
For example, never carry spare tubes
unprotected in the tool box—they are almost certain to come incontact with sharp
tools and perhaps greasy rags, or other
greasy articles, all of which are deadly

lb, 19c

Climax Coffee,
Ap*Vh'
Warner’s Macaroni,

Alton

Mrs.

accorded

0»ts.fD“n,r^r,"o<,d,lb. 7c Fresh Eggs,
Oolong Tea,“mMeuIM5c Liquid Veneen,

O. J. Hysom ha^ gone to Sorrento for

Thursday.
Albert

proper care of the mechanism
but he too often neglects his
care

Pkg, 11c

Shredded Wheat,

Rolled

Ladd

Winfred B. Joy and wife of Southwest
spent Sunday here.

perversity.

dition that many call spring fever
often ran* through families and

QlirPt!
OIILCU,

was

“The highway commissioners are not the
last court of retort, for by the legislative
enactment of a year ago the governor and
executive codncll are the final arbiters
when money ia to be expended. Evidently
will be done to
all hope that justice
eastern Msine in this mstter rest#

517fl
barley flour milled

For * ,ow priced
ha. onthm heatmIk QC.
them all
,ui "'ll*

ATTENTION!

AID.

ploye! by the Western Union Telegraph will be of interest to friends here. James
Co. in Portland, while the groom is em- Jones is the son of James H. Jones,
ployed by the Portland Terminal Co. at formerly of this town:
Deeriog Junction. After their return
“vNtUiam Ladd, owner of the ‘Triangle L,

of

Dornn
DdwUll

1-8 bbl Barley Flour,

,h ,,r

■»»i tww

compound

the Arizona Star

“Prom Watervilie to Jackman, via Bingham and Bkowbegan, is ninety-one miles,
and why the highway commission should
give preference to this road through the
wilderness at a great cost, serving no

shore resort# of

Shortening. CP;,M„

Swift's

More than This

Pay

Nellie

“deliberately unfriendly" ultimatum was
they will reside at 015 Forest avenue, L' ranch at Oracle, had his wrist broken
tbe final
i,*ued by President Wilson;
military advantage and at a time when Woodfords, their home being in complete yesterday while cranking his car. James
victory ol the allies and tbe “Mad-Dog’a”
conservation is demanded, over the com- readiness for their occupancy.
Jones and Otis Russel of Arlington, Mass.,
Incarceration in Louvain.
The many Ellsworth friends of the who are guests at the ranch, were nearby, and
paratively inexpensive finishing of a road
It* presentation at tbs Bijou theatre tobeing Boy Scouts of the first class, they imbride extend congratulations.
and even- that teems with travel to the great seart, and to-morrow, afternoon
out the same
ing, will undoubtedly bring
to
big stormy crowds that have flocked

Don’t

of (his town.

SCOUTS GIVE FIR8T

following from

The

em-

He is

Haskell, formerly

Hawes

BOY

has

of

Raymond

received, includ-

recently

bride until

college,

student

short vacation at home.

a

ing Liberty bonds.

ton counties.

Dorothy Farrow,

a

Miss

IF YOU PAY CASH

S. F. Wardwell and Bon
Colby were in Bangor last week.
Mrs, Ellery F. Leach visited her daughter, Mrs. Mark Smith, in Bangor last
Mr. and Mrs.

HORN.

United States Tires
are

BENNETT-At Bucksport, May 18, to Mr aud
Mrs Pearl W Bennett, & son.
CONLEY—At Stonington, May 4, to Mr and
Mrs Zenas B Conley, a daughter.
DRESSER—At Bucksport. May 6. to Mr and
Mrs
Arthur
son.
Dresser, a
[Arthur
Dresser, jr.l
EM ERSON —At Stonington, May 5. to Mr and
Mrs Frank M Emerson, a daughter.
GROSS—At Bucksport, May 2, to Mr and Mrs
Arthur Gross,a son.
KANE—At Brooklin, May 13, to Mr and Mrs
VA ilmont P Kane, a son.
MOORE—At Ellsworth, May 18, to Mr and
Mrs George E Moore of Bar Harbor, a son.
NOYES —At Stonington, May 9, to Dr and
Mrs B Lake Noyes, a daughter.
WKNTWORTH-At Bucksport, May 15, to Mr
and Mrs George Wentworth, a sou. |Wil-

Good Tires

liam.)
MAURI KD.

BAR HARBOR

week.
Mrs.

Virgil Wardwell of Castine,

Your car must give greater service this year than ever before.
It speeds up your work—increases your working power.
The highest car economy lies in utmost service.
The most economical tires are those which will give you
greatest use of your car.
That’s just what United States Tires will do for you.

CARD or THANKS.
hqm of gratitude and appreci*
\IfITHa
YV ation we wish to tbauk our friends for

their kindness aod assistance daring oar
recent beieaveaient.
Mbs. Hattib Norwood abd family.
Mbs. O. B. Dix.
Mbs 4. A. Hoi.dbn.
McKinley. May 20,

depend on them for continuous service,
—most mileage at lowest mileage cost.

You

can

Equip with United States Tires.
Our nearest Sales and Service Depot dealer will be glad
•Chain Tfead'

days.

GOODALL—At liu* kaport, May 20. Mrs. Ellen
L Uoodall, aged 81 years.
GROSS—At 8tonington, May 7. Mrs Laura
Elia Gross, aged 67 years, 1 month, 20 days.
GRAY—At Ellsworth, May 16. Bertha, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs John L Gray, aged
16 days.
QOTT-At Brewer. May 7, Hattie Fambam,
wife of Pearl J Goit, of Brooksville, aged 58
years, 7 months. 2 days.
GILLEY—At Cranberry Isles, May 8, Joseph
Warren Gilley, of Baker’s Island, aged 58
years.
KINCAID-\t Ellsworth Falls, May 16, Albert
H Kincaid, aged 67 years.
WESCOTT—At Bluehlll. May 15, Arthur E
Wescott, aged 58 years, 11 months, 10 days.

Tire-buying Economy

1918._

fcimiBiiunua.

assist you in selection.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

are

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers
,

Portland.ar

12 15

..

..

7 00
»l 05
am

f5 55
pm

proud.

PM

E. Is worth and Bar Harbor, M*.

pm

|

am

AM

AM

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
PM

When the mailorder house finds

a

town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
list.

New York via
Worcester lv
Boston via
Portsmouth lv.

P

M

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
WORK; HONEST

Twenty

Years'

PRICES

Experience.

details. Telephone
promptly atteuded to.
to

all

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 178-1.

Albert N. Cushman

Boston via
Dover

Telephone 37-11

JptoftBBionai tC-ates.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

TYFKW BITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Uuiou Safe Deposit * Trust Co., of Fortend, (or
furnishing Frofcate and Surety Bond
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter mppttes
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, Me.

*7

*9 01).
am

30

.j.

lv..

t8 00

M

PM
all 00

PM

AM

Bangor.lv. \6 00 t10 30 t3 2fl §7 00
Brewer June..
6 07
10 36
8 31
7 06
Holden.
6 29
10 Ml 3 50 '7 26
McKenzies.flO 59
17 29
Phillips Lake. f6 85 fll 02 f3 56 f7 32
Green Lake.
6 43
II 12;
4 04
7 40
Nicolin. f6 52 11 26 f4 12
7 50
Ellsworth Palls.
7 04
11 41
4 24
8 0B
Ellsworth
7 11 11 47
4 29
8 11
Wash’gt’u June. 7 25! 11 54 4 41 f8 17
Franklin Road..I 17 33 M2 02
4 50
8 24
Hancock.
7 41
12 10
5 00
8 36
7 44
12 13
6 03
8 88
Waukeag, E Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar.
8 45
7 50 12 20
6 10
■

...

Mt Desert Fy lv.
8 00
12 30
5 20
8 50
Sullivan.ar.
8 15..
8 45
Sorrento..
Bar Harbor. ar.
9 15
1 10
6 00
9 80
AM
AM
PM
PM
1
f Stops on signal or ou notice to conductor.
*
Daily. Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday. § Sundays only. V Daily except

Monday,

s

Saturday only.

DANA C. DOUGLASS.
General Manager.
M L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland. Maine.

Electrician andContractor Ellsworth Steam
Electric Supplies and Fixtures
Ellsworth
Estey Building

M

*7 30

A

PLUMBING.

P

...

Portland.lv.U2 to.fll 0«

aiDtruannfatt.

k^ersoual attention
or mail orders

6 80
»1 05
am

11 59
00

If5

Boston via
Portsmouth ar
19 20j *4 45
*4 45
Boston via..
Dover ar.
9 16.118 30
New York via.
Worcester ar. *7 M.

Woodlocke.

May 20.

HONEST

..

....

Mrs. Ruth Smith went to Bangor to-day
From there she
to visit her son Mark.
will go to Seal Harbor for the summer.

SMtCIALTY MADK OF

High Grade Granite

Bangor.ar

gratulations upon iua receiving the highMr. Creamer
est honors at the U. of M.
is a native of this place, and a boy of

•

to

PM

AM

ADAMS—At Bangor. May 16, Miss Henrietta
C Adams, of Hilsworth,
aged 76 years, 5
mouths.
BRcWN-At Northeast Harbor. May 18,Mrs S
Nancy Brown, aged 70 years. 5 days.
EMERSON-At
btoniugron. May 7, Miss
Eleanor F Emerson, aged 88 years, 2 months,

I

BANGOR.

..

'IHKD.

24

TO
AM

with

Bar Harbor..lv.( 19 45i U oo f9 OC §4 00
430..
two children, spent last week with her I Sorrento..
Su>llvan.;. .I.
sister, Mrs. H. E. Perkins.
I Mt Desert Fy ar. 10 20 4 50 9 4( 4 40
Wallace Reid will be seen at the PasMt Desert Fy lv. flO HU fIS id to 50 §4 45
10 36
time theatre Saturday eveutng, May 25, in
5 17
9 58
Waukeag, S Fy.
4 52
Hancock.
10 39
5 20j 10 03
4 55
“The Hostage.”
Franklin Road. 10 47 15 29! 10 14
5 03
June.
11
02
£ 38! in 45
6 12
Wash’gt’n
The base-ball team of Clark high played
5 20
| Ellsworth. 11 03 5 45 10 52
an interesting game at Bluehill Saturday,
Ellsworth Falls.
11 13
5 50 flu 57
5 25
Nicolin. Ml 25 f6 05 fll 10
5 38
with the academy team. The score was
11 8fli
6 15 fll 19
6 48
I Green Lake.
7-9 in favor of Bluehill.
Phillips Lake. fll 43 f6 24 fll 26 f5 56
McKenzies.
16 *27. f5 59
Walter
of
The many friends here
Holden.
H 50
6 3*2 fll 84
6 04
Brewer June.
12 09 6 58 11 51
6 24
Creamer, jr., of Bangor? are offering con-

whom all
FOGG-STONE -At Bangor, May 14. by Dr
David N Beach. Miss Ethel Marcia Fogg, of
East Dedham, to Walter Guy Stone, of Bangor.
MARSHALL KIEF-At Brewer. May 15. by
Rev George Oorwood, Miss Martha N Marshall to George L Kief, both of Hancock.
At Rockland,
WALKKR-MacLAUCHLAN
May 1«. by Rev M L Osborne, Miss Eleanor
H Walker, of Stonington. to Neil 8 MacLauchlau, of Machias.

In Effect

May 20, 1018.

AD Kids gt laundry Ward

Laundry

NAPHTHA ClEANINS

floods called for and delivered
attention to parrel post work
11. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Special

Ellsworth. Me

State Street.

CLOTH IISIO
Small

but

well

selected

stock

at

mouey-savlng prices.
Repairing of all kinds
DAVID
Main Street

FRIEND

Clleworth

i

States and the men of the army and
navy who are to fight for us and cur
Institutions."
The bureau of Investigation, which
has charge of preparing the cases
against violators of the trading with
the enemy act, has bm-n quietly gatherI ing evidence on a large number of
cases for the past six weeks. The
to Locate Funds and
His
taking over by the government of the
large German plant of the Schutte A
to
Koerttlng company of Philadelphia,
Enemies.
Pa., recently wns done at the Instigation of this bureau.
Who Is an Enemy.
Who Is an enemy? Every person
or corporation having the custody or
possession of any property, or having
a beneficial interest In any proi>erty
Loyal Americana Mutt Decide Whether belonging to
anyone living within the
to Keep Confidence of Friends or
boundaries of Austria, Germany. Bulof
to
Money
Help
Stop Flow
garia, or Turkey, or within any terriEnemy.
tory now occupied by the military
forces of these countries Is an alien
Washington.—One of the busiest de- enemy.
Such persons must report
partments In Washington. D. C_ Just such property or Interest, or lay themat this time la that of the alien propselves open to the penalties provided
erty custodian, whose duty it is, under by the act which are a fine of not
the trading with the enemy not to lo- more than $10,000, or Imprisonment
cate and take over ail fuuds or propfor not more than ten years, or both.
An American citizen In Germany
erty in this country belonging to enemies. He is making pencils in New may be an enemy under the act. Thus
I
In
brewchocolate
Connecticut,
Jersey,
American heiresses who married Gerlug beer in Chicago, sawing lumber In i man husbands have their Incomes from
the United States cut off. A citizen
of Germany, on the other hand, who
peacefully resides In this country,
obeys the law, and does not engage In
correspondence or trading with persons
within the enemies’ lines or In pernicious activities against the C. S. A.
escapes any Interference with his property. All aliens Interned by the war
department, however, are enemies.

Sl)bntt»ttnmt».

COUNTY

GIGANTIC TASK
j
FACES PALMER

j

Water Powers in Maine

given and promises made by
positive and just as irresponsible as

The assurance
vocates are as

made

promises

these

ad-

were

the

of water powers are taking natural
That the public is being
away from the people.
that
the
State can and will sell
robbed and

made that the

rights

owners

systematically
and

light

at

power

charged by

than is

public

the

many things advantageous
State shall
The

companies and,
public will occur

service

to the

in fact,
if the

Maine

of

had

have

from

stolen

nothing

Even after the State sold the wild lands and the

them.

witer
they

consumer

the water powers.

develop

people

lower cost to the

much

a

people of

power sites the
had to

ever

and

Maine for business and pleasure.
Not only do the people use these lakes and
business and

the lands

pleasure

but

hunting,

and these lands

the State for

they

use

yield

the

all

Maine have

the rivers and streams

use

of

for

streams

once
a

rights

lakes

owned by
income

yearly

the State of many thousands of dollars from hunters’ liThat the people of Maine have lost any rights
censes.
That these so-called wild lands
ever had is untrue.
to

argument against the developThe assumption
powers.
that future State legislators and State olficials will be better
or more capable business men than in the past is a matter of
sold

ment

by

is

cheaply

too

the State of

conjecture.
The opposition
powers is based

on

an

the State of the

well-defined and sound

FIRST,

erate. any line of business

as

because

largely
nobody's business."

enterprise,

private

business is

body’s

The State

develop
cheaply as

op-

does

“every-

outlet for power deis not in sight and
which
outlet
veloped ;
must be created.

SECOND,

must have an

an

A. Mitchell Palmer.

State ownership involves political influence, and
almost inevitably leads to abuse of political
power and creates scandal.

THIRD.

FOURTH, The State

cannot afford to embark on an enter-

country.
All this does not mean that our government Is confiscating outright the
property of alien enemies. But Just
now A. Mitchell Palmer, alien property
custodian, has the task of locating all
such property and so administering
It that Its Income may be turned into
the treasury of the United States for
the purchase of bonds to help prosecute the war against Germany and her
allies.
This property may be a partnership
in which persons residing In the territory of the German allies are financially interested. But whatever It is,
real estate, life Insurance, railroads,;
mines, stocks or bonds. It must all be
reported. Also, all debts owed to Germans or to her allies by Americans, i
must he reported and paid to the alien
property custodian. Little or big, an
accounting is necessary.
One president of a trust company
j
persooally admitted to him. Iff. Pal-!
mer said, that he held J100.000 worth
of German securities In his vaults, and
when asked why he had not reported
j
It. naively offered the excuse that he !
did not know there was any law which I
required such report.

Private

capital is now active in the developMaine’s resources ; capital winch has already invested many millions of dollars and
which is more vitally interested jn the future
prosperity of the State of Maine than are those
people who have never assisted in the development of Maine’s natural resources and who now
would commit the State to a policy involving
unknown sums of money with uncertain results.

FIFTH,

ment of

While the plans as outlined by a prominent advocate of
State ownership have changed several times, he still [claims
the

to take over

right

necessary

to

that

any developed powers
may
ideas; he further says that the

State will be able to furnish
are now

be

out his

carry

light anc(

power

than

cheaper

furnished, thereby

implying that the State will
existing companies which the

into competition with
has chartered.
Will

the

people

Will

the

of Maine

repudiate

the

enter

State

contracts

with

the State has chartered?

corporations-which

people

of Maine consider those charters

as

“scraps of paper”?
Do the

they

are

Do

Capital

people

hostile to
the
to

of Maine wish t6

give the impression

development by private capital
of Maine think they are likely to
to Maine by
countenancing this

come

that

?

people

induce
hostile

agitatation?
WM. M. PENNELL,

(Signed)

Fublicity Agent

for
RUMFORD FALLS POWER OO.,
OXFORD PAPER OO..
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER CO.,
UNION WATER POWER CO.,
UNION ELECTRIC POWER CO.,
RESERVOIR
ANDROSCOGGIN

CO.,

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC CO.,
HILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LEWISTON BLEACHERY A DYE

WORKS,
PEPPERELL MANUFACTURING

CO.,

PAPER OO.,
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS,

ST. CHOIX

MANUFACTURING CO.,
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING
CO.

BATES

|

Little
Americans
Do your bit
1

Eat Com meal muskOatmeal Com flakgsj Hominy and rice with
| milKe -Eat no wheat cereals.
! Leave nothing on. your plate.
!

UNITED

STATE*

FOOD

ADM IM

«

S TftATtO N

*

Florida, mining metal In New Mexico,
running real estate offices and retail
stores, conducting commission houses
and public utilities In all'parts of the

Private
prise when private capital hesitates.
capital is always willing to embark on enterprises when a suitable return is offered on the
investment including the risk involved.

,

Martha

Osgood, who has been
teaching hire, was obliged to give up her
school and go to the hospital for’ surgical
Mias

treatment.

Ira Hagan, who is in poor health,
is at present
with her daughter, Mrs.
Rufus Hodgkins,
Her daughter, Mrs.
Margaret Crane, of Lake View visited ber
Mrs.

last

week.

May

JO.

Y.

info^t^,

“
from the po.tms.te,
,t ,h.
of vacancy or from
the United m
Civil Henric. Commission.

Petlengill

has

Harold Haslam has

purchased

The mail truck is now
Great Pond to FUa worth.

a

new

running from

F. Hubert Weed is visiting his sister
Mrs. 8. N.
Jordan, before leaving for
Camp Devens.
Roland

May

her

daughter.

Mrs.

Benjamin Murphy

Barron Watson and
baby dam*
ter, of Boston, are spending a fe.
e,kj
Mr*-

bare.

The Island Federation of
Woman’
clubs will meet here
May 28, ,ith .V
**
Bernard woman's club.
Kverybodr ''
invited to attend the afternoon
when Mrs.

of

defence,
May 3°.

Abbott, of
will

the

national

speak.

sj,,
com*!;

““

X.T.*

Myrtle Rankins ia seriously UL

Mrs.

Ira

Nickerson

is

Bangor.

Ford runabout.

ness

BASS HARBOR.
Mrs. A. 1. Uott of Bar
Harbor i. Tililin

Mra.

blood-poisoning

in his band.

I

,**

Wuhln^

MAIUA VILLE.

Waltham.
James

Mrs. Belle Carter has
Maas., for a rlait.

Jordan, returned with him.

_*

l.

NORTH fc ROOK LIN.
civil aervice examination will be held
at Lila worth. June 8. to make certification
to fill a
contemplated vacancy in the
A

riaitiog

gone to

Lowell

Mis* Martian of Bangor Is
risltir.g 1,aunt, Mra. John Jordan.'
Mrs.

visiting

Mattie

Poster, who
Amberat, ia borne

at

Jordan was iu Bangor on busiIB. His mother, Mrs. R. H.

has

hatg
F.

_

LAMOINF.
Dr. C. M King and wife, of
here for

a

few

days.

Boston, art

E. H. Googin* and wife, of
Cambrige,
Mass., are here tor the summer.
Mia* Mildred Smith, who has hero
in
Bar Harhor several weeks, la at bom.
Mar 30.

R H

Horrrturmrnts

Stomach Troubles
Since Childhood
PERUNA Made Me Well

Pittsburgh. Pa.—A new species of
traffic delay was experienced by patrons of the Pittsburgh Railways com-

water

or

Calais

went to

week to attend the funeral of ber
uncle, Ctapt. George Lord.
Mr. Milne and wife, who have been
living on Capt. A. B. Holt's place the past
year, will return toHullivart this wsek.

cery Store.

reasoning.

The State does not and cannot

Maynard Young

Pittsburgh Trolley Pilot Stops Car 20
Minute* to Buy Sugar at Gro-

the water

development by

to

of fourth-class
Brook,Full

CONDUCTOR SHOPS EN ROUTE

they

were

North

last

ASKS HELP OF PATRIOTS

Claim is

the Bolsheviki to the Russians.

by

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs.

po^ZT'*

position
secured

Duty
Property Belonging

The plan outlined by advocates of State ownership ar.d
development Of the water powers of Maine seems on its face
to be plausible and harmless but wlnjn analyzed and a study
made of the remarks of its advocates editorially and otherwise, the plan is shown to be Socialistic in its tendencies.

NEWS

Another significant case was the
statement made by a friend of a bank
clerk, who said that he knew where
there was a bundle of bonds owned
by a former German consul, which
were
regularly clipped and secretly
sent to an address In Sweden, and
from th-re relayed Into Germany
where the owner now1 resided. When
asked why he did not report these
bonds, the friend of the bank clerk replied that he could not betray a confidence.
Chinee to Prove Loyalty.
“The time has come," said Mr. Palmer. “when every citizen has got to
decide whether to keep the confidence
of ‘friends' and remain silent, or come
forward and give information that will
atop the flow of money helping our
enemies In their' efforts to crush the
United States. Persons holding any
snch Information are either loyal
Americans, or they are enemies to
America. Here they have a chance
to prove which. All those who have
any such Information and report it will
be protected. Their names will not
be made public, nor will their Identity
be revealed In any further proceedings
which may be instituted by this office.
“I herewith call upon all citizens or
friends of the government who have
any knowledge of property being held
by any person, for, or on account of
an alien enemy, or of a
transfer of
such property to another, or of any
debts owing by any person to an alien
enemy, or of persons wbo are officers
or directors of
corporations of which
any of Its capital stock Is owned by
anyone defined aa an ‘enemy,’ or who
may have custody, or control of any
property, either alone or with others
who may be classed as alien enemies,
to come forward and make a full report or give this office any clues that
may locate such property.
“In doing this they will not only be
performing their duty, but will be rendering valuable service to the United

pany on an outbound Avalon street
car while It was passing through Bellevue.
The car stopped In front of a
the conductor disapgrocery and
waited
peared.
Passengers
many
minutes, meanwhile craning necks In
vain to ascertain the cause of the “tieup." Just as one man was about to
leave the car, saying he wanted to get
to his destination some time that day.
the conductor hopped aboard the car
with a bundle of groceries. "It took
me twenty minutes to get a pound of
Wheresugar In thatjstore,’ he said.
upon he gave “two bells" and the car
moved onward.

Mr. Wm. W
Everly, jjjs North
Hancock Street. Philadelphia, p.

1 Now

write*:

Enjoy
The Best
of
Health

Keep

your

“1 have been troubled with etom*eh
dleordere elnce childhood, but aft,r
taklwfl ala bottle* of your Peruna, I
now enjoy the boot of health I
*!*>
had catarrh in the head, which
prtchas
tieaUy
disappeared, thauij to
the Peruna Co. for their good wort'
These who object to liquid modiclues can procure Pemne Tablet*.

horses

working

At the present high cost of horse feed, the
part-time worker it a dist.no lots.
You must keep your horses fit for full service
whenever called upon. Watch the
horse a health at you do your own, and
,
at the first sign of oil-color symptom*.
«■_>
get a bottle of
—

Find Cano« 1.000 Years Old.
Workmen engaged In the dry river
bed of the Nanmrue-gawa Osaka prefecture In Tokyo have unearthed a
huge canoe made of camphor wood.
The part so far dug out measures 40
feet In length. 6 feet In width and 26
Inches in depth. According to archeologist* the canoe If about one thousand
years old.

Uncomplimentary Allusion.
“Looking at the writing on that lethave Just rddressed and posted reminds me that yon have one asset
the kaiser brae* about.”
"What Is that?"
“A mailed fist.”
ter yon

WHITE'S

GOLDEN
TONIC

and watrb hi* natural v.gnr return. White’*
Crotden Inmc ha> a record of
making g.,,d
in the treatment of
any hone ailment re*ultinj, from impaired nutrition and digruion or
lott appetite. Thi. great medicine
stimulate*
the normal action of the urinary or -sns .-.J
liver and purifies the In d. Trs a Untie on
that
out-of-condition hor
a-.! put him back i
work-

ing condition.
sent

Jf*1.5* ,**

‘-"I

or

e<-nerat store*,

Postpaid If dealer is <s.t ot s*«k.
Monrj tack if net satuRtd.

or

Kimball Bros A Co., Inc., Eomburg
Foil*. Vt.

At the Touch of the Match
In camp, summer cottage or in your home the New
Perfection Oil Cook Stove is always ready for
For Bent Results
Use
SOCONY
KEROSENE

I

instant service.

No ashes
litter —no

to

shake down—no fire

delay—no

cook

stove

to

build—nc

You get real gas-stove convenience and comfort with
kerosene, if you use the New Perfection. Its long blue
chimney insures clean, intense heat, free from soot and
odor. 3,000,000 now in use prove its popularity and worth.

Made in 1. 2, 3 and 4-bumer sizes, with or without cabinet top
Also 4-burner stove with cabinet top and heatretaming oven complete.
Ask your dealer about the New Perfection Kerosene
Water Heaters and the regular New Perfection oven.

For best results
clean heat

use

i

drudgery.

SO-CO-NY Kerosene—every drop

THE STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

*
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national,

REPUBLICAN.

Bert M Fernald. Poland
FOR

uncomfortable,—gas pressure,
heaviness, sour stomach, drowsy, headache,—take a teaspoonful of that honest,
old-time prescriptiofo, the original “L.F."

Roy L Wardwell...

A true copy
Auesl.
Lass

K klcx-Lax, Acting Register.

(Two

you won't have any disagreeable attacks. Reckon
well the gnat of things in
these war-tl rift times; think
how cheap this remedy is at
only ONE CENT A BOSE.

William E

OP MAINE.

probate court held at
aji«wortli. in and for aaid county of Hancock.
®*1®* seventh
day of May, in the year of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
tiffcteeo.
4 CERTAIN inatrument purporting to be
atopy of tbe las*, will and testament of
***** K. BROWN, late of WENT ORANGE,
fa the county
of
EH8KX. aod state
s«l-ai a

of NEW JKKNRY,
and of the probate thereof in said
l*»« of
New Jersey, duly authenlicuted.
!**1®* aten preaunted to the Judge of profor our aaid
county of Hancock for the
fArpoac of being allowed, filed aod recorded
«? l®* probate court of our said county of
r***>c». sad for letters testamentary to
William Adams brown. James Crosby
and Teatcher Magouu Brown, the
named in aaid will without giving
No
bond being required by tho terms
Jrf*
**Aid will.
Grdtred, That notice thereof be given to
Interested thsreln, by publishing
\ndJ °l lbl® order three weeksa successively
KHsworth Ameiican.
newspaper
Ellsworth, in said county of Han
^oc«. prior to
fourth day of June.
ths
lh*AAbey may appear at a probate
then 10 b« held
KHsworth, la and for
wu
Sz county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in tbe
•moon, and show cauae, if any they have,
H«n*t tb«
BBRTRAMD
K. CLARK, Jodge of Probate.
* true
copy.
aumI:-c*.a*a e. Mutxag, Acting Register

JJww

,i£*r*°c-

JHAfcdai
conV?KS*

NOTICE OF FOKKCLOSUKE

\VrHKKBA8°*

Thadius I. Sinclair, of the
SaUivan. Hancock county,
mortgage deed, dated January
*Dd
recorded
in Hancock County.
lia*n
registry of deeds, book 4d7. page *71.
undersigned, a certain lut
or
of land situated in that part of
known aa
East
Sullivan, and
aod described as follows, to wit:
on
lh* north by land of Jesaee
Wku.
°n the east
by the Flanders Millimon tne south by land of John Beau
Blunders. and on the west by
th*
leading to Jeaaee White's, and
And »k* thirty-five acres more or less(W).
the condition of aaid mortgage
^
tor*. ^“ ^ofcen and is broken, now. there*
tkerr* Ce^*°n °* khe breach of the condition
• foreclosure of said mortgage
tod give
this notice for that
purpose.
Harviv W. Durbar.
By bis attorney, E. N. Benson.

u’7

17."®'

t°wn
hi*
®y

g-iPy®*!
ko*

»^e,be,t
SUSP
f

Kaj 9

merehdnt teko don not advert inim
hum matu il more profit able for

"•""‘•do.dufitu.

nominate .>

Whiting.Ellsworth
FOR CLSRE OF COURTS.

Timothy F Mahoney.Ellsworth
FOR JUDOB OF PRORATE.

Bertrand E Clark....Bar Harbor

Mrs. Ruby J. Tracy recently visited her
daughters in Bar Harbor.

Henry Trask is visiting her husCambridge, Mass., where he is
study ingat the naval radio training school.
Mr.^ngersoll and family, who have been
occupying Foster Harrington's house,
Mrs.

Emery..*.Sullivan

J. H. Bragg and family have gone
where Dr. Bragg wiM receive

Georgia,
training for

to

the

medical staff of the army.

Some

twenty-one young ladiea attended
Y. W. C. A. conference at Bar Harbor
on Friday and
Saturday of last week.
They were accompanied by two of the
teachers, Miss Bailey and Miss Dyer.
Rev. G. A. Mayo exchanged pulpits on
Sunday, May 12, with Rev. C. A. Smith of
South

'fhe

Penobscot,

special
music appropriate to Mother’s day.
Mr.
Smith remained for a part of the week,
the
C.
E.
at
attending
rally
Prospect Harbor

Tuesday,

where be

BTreworgy.Surry
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

May

S.

18.

Martha

operated

Class 1.

May

Osgood

upon for

successfully
appendicitis Friday.

New International
DICTIONARIES arc in use by business men, engineers, bankers,
judges, architects, physicians,
farmers, teachcTs, librarians, clergymen, by success/u/ men and
over•

Are You Equipped to Win?

Merrill has

Elmer E Newbert.

Augusta

posi*

by

Music

A

a

eight pieces.
The academy team won both games
played at home last week. Sedgwick high
was defeated Wednesday by the score of
17 to 6 in a game that was featured by the
sensational playing and batting of Osgood
for the academy. Kane and L. flagertby
played a brie game for tbe high school.
Saturday the academy won from Clark
high of Penobscot, 9 to 7.
8.
May 20.

disease which often strikes
those who are least prepared
to resist it You should strengthen
yourself against grippe by taking

j

week were: Mrs.;
Mrs. Charles Stover from
Cambridge, Mass.; Mrs. Nellie McIntyre, j
Mrs. E. P. Tucker and J. B. Bettel from
Boston; H. E. Krebbiel and wife from
New York; Mrs. 8. B. Doyle from Portland; Edward Snow from the University
of Maine; David Owen and John O’Donnell from

Philadelphia and

winter Health Boards
against this weakening

warn

Arrivals in town last

and

Grippe Epidemic
Every

R. P. Btover and

John Battersea

family from Cleveland, O.
TREMONT.

Miss Evelyn Kittredge is ill of mumps.

SCOTTO
0EHULSKMO
which is the

CUT THIS our—IT IS WORTH tlUNfe.IT
DON’T MI8S THIS. Cut out this slip, enclose with 6c and mail it to Foley & Co.,
2886
Sheffield Ave
Chicago. 111., writing
your name and address clearly. You will
receive in return a trial package containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Comnoui d, for
coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
for paio in
sides and back, rheumatism,
backache, kidney and bladder ailments;
and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome,
and thoroughly cleansing cathartic for conbiliousness, headache and slugstipation,
gish bowels.—Moore's Drug Store.

cream

of cod liver

net

ocean

oj
of

and fortifier the lungs and throat
Don’t delay—It may mean much.

E

Use SCOH’S
Refuse Substitutes
Seott A Bowm. Blownflald. N. J.

17-1*

•FOOD
WELL WIN
THE

VAJL*

through
pain'*
unspeakable
mercy drawn

FOE OOVRRNOR.

\

Bertrand G Mclntire.Waterford
FOR STATE AUDITOR.

Day.Richmond

Charles B

How Was the Last War Fund

FOR STATE SENATORS.

(Tvx>

to

be nominated. J

Joseph C Harman. Stonington

ill uatrationa.
Krw. •
of Pocket
Map* it you

FOE COUNTY

•ic.
Ml

ATTORNEY.

William B Blaisdell.Sullivan
FOB CLERK OF COURTS.

this
John

A

Stuart....Ellsworth
FOE JUDGE OF PROBATE.

No nomination filed
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.

Walter J Weeks.Castine
FOR SHERI rp.

Fred II

EAT

Gerry.Bar Harbor
FOE COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

COIOJ

Byron H

Mayo.Southwest Harbor
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.

SAVE

!

VHEAT

Edward F Small.Ellsworth
FOR

RRPKSKNTATIVRM

Clan 1
Graham.Bar Harbor
Claaa 2
Joshua K Gross.Orland
Claaa 3
George E Davis.Ellsworth
Daniel E Hurley.Ellsworth
Claaa 4
Allstou M Hatch.Stonington
Class •*
No nomination filed
Claaa ft
Charles A Snow.Bluehill
Class 7
William S Holmes.Mt. Desert
L

II

jUg.il Kotirrs.
To the Honorable, the court of County
Comrnlaalooer*. for the count* of Hancock,
and State of Maine, neat to be hidden at Ellsworth. in aaid county;
repreaenta tbe undersigned, responsible peraona of the town
of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, that that portion of the highway within tbe town ol Dedham, which was
formerly a par* of the road ruuuiug between
Bangor and Hllsworth, and known aa “the
road over Mann Hill" be discontinued. Said
Mann Hill road beginning at a point ou the
highway aa laid out and improved under tbe
direction of the State highway commission
during the year 1ft#. about one hundred and
tlfty feet northerly of fiooae Pond Brook
bridge, so called, and running thence over
Mann Hill. *o called, a distance of about one
mite, to a point on said State highway aa laid
out under the direction of aaid Slate commismile northa
sion, about one third ot
erly of the tireeu Lake road, so called.
That the discontinuance of the whole of
•aid way over said Mann Hill in deaired for
the reason that said road over said hill has
been abandoned by tbe travelling public; due
to tbe alteration and re location of the highway lea ling between aaid Bangor and said
Ellsworth, between the aforedesertbed points
by tbe said State h fhway commission; and
tbe travelled highway aa improved, altered
and relocated now rnna around the base of
•aid Mann Hill; and your petitioners further
represent that tbe maintenance sod repair
of aaid “Mann Hill Road* are unnecessary and
will bring g<eat and needless eipeuse to aaid
town of Deuham.
Wherefore your p* titionera prays that said
road over said Mann Hill in aaid town of
Dedbam may be discontinued
Eshkst W. Bi aan.t. and
-nine others.
Dedham. Maine

KESPECTFULI.Y

THE REPRESENTATIVE CLASSES.

The seven representative classes in Hancock county, by number, are as follows:
Class 1—Bar Harbor.
Class 2—Bucksport, Orland. Castine, Dedham and Verona.
3—Ellsworth. Trenton. Aurora,
Waltham,
Mariaville,
Otis,
herst,
Plantations 8, 10, 21, 28. 83.
Class

Eagle
Bear

Island

4—Stonington,

and

Deer

plantation.

Class 5—Gouldsboro, Sullivan. Franklin.
Hancock. Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Eastbrook, and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 8—Bluehill, Burry, Brooklin. Penoband Brooksville.

scot

Claaa 7—Mount Desert, Tremout, SouthSwan's
Island, Cranberry
west
Harbor,
Isles, Lamoine, Mt. Desert Rock and Marshall
Island.

8TAIE OF MAINE

_____________

as

NORTH BROOKL1N.

4

NOTICE.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during flee years ^ginof
ning Jan. I, 1918. and are legal residents
Ellsworth. I forbid ail persona trusting them
room and
on my account, as there is plenty of
accommodations to care for them at ths '“if
ilTlci B. Mitcbbu..
Firm hoaM.

Freddie Cole is home from the University of Maine.
Oscar Nickerson has purchased a woodlot of George Pet tee.
George and John Giles have had the

telephone

installed in their home.

John Giles has gone to Opeeche with
bis team to work for A. E. Farnsworth.
Clifton Stanley is with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Candage, while
her husband, Lieut. Stanley, is on duty in
Mrs.

the merchant marine.
Xenophon.

May 20.

WAR WOBK1BH UPiXT HEALTH
is agreed by medical authorities that
worry affects the digestive organs. When the
digestion ia out of order, it throws the whole
physical beiugoutof gear. B. B. Hayward,
Uuadilla, Ua., writes: “Foley Cathartic Tablets give me quicker relief than anything I
have ever tried." They relieve biliouauess,
bad breath, bloating, g«§, indigestion and
constipation. No griping or nausea.—Moore’s
Drug Store.
It

auuft'istuunt^

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
lunmuuin A
tiiv.

i
L

bSSLZKSlZSrKXX/,A\
(Mila Is It*4 bad U*M

rn bo*c», tcalad

»itll Bios

IT is a fair question—and it is fairly answered in the
*
detailed and itemized reports that have been published in the newspapers of every town and city of
the land.
You never saw it? Then ask at the nearest Red
Cross Chapter, or write, for the Red Cross wants you
to know where your money went.

They say that Red Cross supplies have
coming through on time.
Italy surely has found
ness

when her great trial

us

not

wanting

a

way of

|

in prompt-■

came.

And Roumania—they said no allied nation could
get through to help her dire need.

_

v

But the Red Cross found

a

way.

Am-

Isle. Sedgwick.
Island, Hog Island. Butter Island.
Island and Long
Island. Pumpkin

Class

Spent?

$

Carrol J Dunn.Gouldsboro

p*ct*«

s»*uliic^^/
Ritibos. \ X

Fesa&wassfeB
SOU BY DRDOWSTS EVERYBflltRt

cheap way—“Needs must”
But did you give that money to be
costs money.
saved—or to save lives? Are you not willing to pay
five dollars or fifty to bring something of comfort to
It’s

a war

not

always

a

racked, tortured mortal who but for

you would

surely die?
And of one thing you may be sure.
Not one
penny of that Hundred Million has gone for anything
but War Relief
In the Red Cross there is

no

high salaried bureau-

extravagant administration

All of
the higher officials and nine-tenths of the workers are
unpaid volunteers.
cracy,

no

expense.

The cost of raising and collecting the last War
Fund was about one-half of one per cent., more than
covered by the banking interest on the money.
Your Red Cross needs another hundred million to
lighten just a little of the awful load of misery “over
there.”
Your share is all that you can give—-and.
then a little more.

Will

you hold up your

end?

oil,

refined, purified and so skilfully
prepared that it enriches the blood
streams, creates reserve strength

J. E. Wooster’s new boat was launched
Monday and towed to the Kittredge
wharf to be finished. A large crowd witnessed the launching.
K.
May 20.

an

Edward Chase...Baring

Wrlteforapno*

HAVING

Friday evening.

volunteer orchestra of

“A great

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

< .etnirji.hkal
Hiuftniphlt Jtl Pit cries.
Regular and India-Paper Editions.

FAVFKK

aijnrrti&nntn!#

at

school

POE UNITED STATES SENATOR.

('-olorsd Plate*.
Subjects. 12,OSS

Count or County Commissi on be*
April term, a. d. 1918.
Upon the foregoing petition the comrnis•ionera being sau»flrd that the petitioners
inquiry into the
are responsible, tbat an
merit# Is expedient, and I bat ibe petitioners
ought to »>e beard vouching the matter set
forth in their petition:
Order—Tbat the
county commissioners
meet at eastern end about one-third of a mile
in
bortherly of (Jreeu Lake road, so-called,
the town of Dedham, on Tuesday, the 11th
m..
day of June, a. d. 19J8, at 9 3t> o’clock a.menana thence proceed to view the route
tioned in said petition, immediately after
which view, a bearing of the parties and witnesses will be had at some convenient place
in the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises sa the commissioners
•hall judge proper. And it is further
Ordered —That notice of the time, place and
afore
purpose of the commissioners’ meeting
•aid be given to all persons and corporations
Interested by servlug an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
clerk of the towu of Dedham, a like copy
upon Ernest W. Burrill, one of the petitionand by posting up attested conies as
ers,
aforesaid in three public places in said town
thirty days at least before the time appointed
for aaid view, and by publishing the petition
and order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American.* newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, the first publication to be thirty days
at least before the time of said view, that all
atpersons and corporations interested may
tend and be heard if they think at.
Attest:—T. F. Mahon by. Clark.
A true copy of the petition awd order thereon.
Attes.:—T. K. Mahonbv. Clerk.

accepted

a

high

DEMOCRAT.

The New International provide,
the means to succ-ss. It is an allknowing teacher, a universal question answerer.
If you seek efficiency and advancement why not make daily
use of this vast fund of information?
4#*. *00 Vocabulary Term.. 37«0 Pages.

Hancock

will

23.

Miss Doris

the

Class 8.
Fred L Mason.Ellsworth
Claaa 4.
Zenaa B Conley ..-.Stonington
Claaa ft.
Franklin
Boyd A Blaisdell.
H
Foss.Hancock
Ivory
Class ft.
Fred L Cole.Brooklin
Bluehill
Lincoln H Sibley.
Claaa 7.
George A Savage.Mt Desert

¥ Webster’s

mot

association

academy Thursday evening,

Wiley C Conary.Bucksport

»»n«n

was

academy alumim

meet at the

Phillips.,,.Bar Harbor

A

Miss

The

Claaa 2.

lllii*fratl«»n»,

principal

BLUEHILL.

George

6**00

the

J. W. Beach wenttoOrono Sunday to
deliver a lecture on the Red Cross.

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

the world

was

“in

Croas dance will be held at the

hail

choir gave

FOR COUNTY COM MISSION Kit.

Horace F Wescotl.Ellsworth

women

J. Hammond rent.

have moved into the E.

POR'SH BRIEF.
Ward W Wescott.Bluehill

Winfield

-■

visited

speaker.

FOB RKGISTRE OF DEEDS.

William O

er

V

STATE

bt

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

*«

Babcock

to

recently

the

Arthur B Holt...Qonldsboro
Albert K McBride.Mount Desert
Willis A Ricker...*.Castine

al and beneficial. Price 50
cents.
Buy of your deal-

NT AT* OP MAJKR.
>»'
»
•*.
AC a
probate court held at
l.i'wortb in and for aaid county of Hancock.
(he ►frutk day of
May, In the year of
mt Lord bar tfiouisod nine hundred and
Cfbbeo.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of tbe last will aod testament of
A* NIB K LlNDNvY. late wf UtWHENCE,
lathe
o oty
of RK8EX, and com to m*
wealth of MAABACUCd^rTH.
dmnaed. »nd of tbe prooate thereof in aaid
Mittbawin
of
Massachusetts.
duly
Mt&ri-ticaC d baaing been p'eacoted to the
jadfr of prolate for our aaid county of WeuMcktor'he p .rpOMv of being allowed, filed
•ad r«c<.rded tn t,ne
probate court of Mr aaid
Mam* of Hancock, and
for letters of adULAiMrarton with lbs will annexed to Issue to
beofft g L«r«*of Lawrence. ManaartouieiU
Order*-,!, that aotioe thereof be given to all
yt^caa interested therein, by publishing a
•W <>f this orOer three weeks successively
ike KlUworth American, a newspaper
ydated at KHsworth, in said county of Hanto the fourtu day of June, a d.
*•**•prior
IRA. that they nay
appear at a probate court
torn to ti* held at Ellsworth, in and for aaid
foaaty of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the fore
•*OB* and show cause, if any they have,
*C*loat i&e same.
BERTRAND K CLARK, Judge of Probate.
A line
copy.
Aiiest: —CL4*4 K. Mcu.au. Acting Register.

August*

FOR STATE SENATOR.

so

Julia Grover
friends in Charleston.

Dr.

FOR STATE AUDITOR.

JJtf

j

Ellsworth

FOR GOVMBNOR.

the TRITE “L. F.” made
infunlln* G- Tarber. late of Rrookltn, In by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
Petition that Harold!
rtiieouniy, deceneed
-Tpomtmot some oth* r auite’ie person be Portland, Me.

Martha W. Doogio*. Isle of Rucksport. fn
«id county. deceased. PrtHmo that M Kbfuv
tewjgin* or some other suitable parson be ap*
■wisied administrator of ths estate of said denaaid. presented by II- Rufus (Joogins. ion
g^jd deceased.
of Hllaworth, in said
Stacy M Dutton, late
Petition tbat Alics K.
fMsir. deceased.
suitable
other
K'tac
parson be aplirrelyer
Mtated administrator of »br estate of said
Erier-* without giving bond, presented by
sister ana heir at law of
Alice K. lireely, a
mi deceased
Clarence K McBride, late of Mount Desert.
deceased. Petition tbat Albert
• laid eouotj.
£ HeBhde or sow# other suitable person be
tarsi at**! administrator of the estate of said
without giving bond, presented by
Loert K McHride. brother and beir-al-law
of mid deceased.
grata w Carter, late of Rlteworth, in said
Mention
that (Jay L.
ematf. deceased.
farm or sunt other suitable person be an*
■eiBtfd administrator of the estate of said
|]<faJeu without giving bond, presented br
■startle A. Carter, tbe widow of said decawed
g«gk V Havey. late of Sullivan. In said
First and final account of
BMitj, drees*>«4
Havey. administrator, filed for
isdifw P
•rtiitmeat.
ilMoe K Dolan, late of the city, county
ud state •>( New York, deceased. Petition
Crabtreadiuiaistrator
itti br ilsrrf L
nlk tbe will annexed of tbe estate of said de<mm<. that tbe amount of tbe inheritance
Ul 08 said estate be deter um.« <t by the Judge
at Prohat -.
*.#force <>- Joboson. late erf Mount Deaert. la
bled
or
Petition
»..) coooty, deceased
Fraak A. Johnson, essentor of the last will
sad testament of said deceased, that tbe
*©C9B'. of (he inheritance tax on said eat.de
tadetermined by the Judge of Probate
Elmer K -Smaliidge. late of Mount Deaert.
Petition filed by tt.
it said county, deceased.
LkXiir sausiitdge. sdmlnlairatrIs of the estate
•f «std dr«.f*s*-d. that ths amount of the In
tarilsoce tax on said estate b« determined by
tteJadge of Prebate.
Sarah W
Kston. iete of Brooklln. in said
wanly.deceased Petit'on tiled by Kthel M.
Eatns rxecetrix of toe la*l will and tesla
atat o 1 skid dek^raaed, that th«»in«>aut of the
tstaMtars « tax oa aai
relate be determined
tylh* Judge of Probate.
WitacM ii Kit Ml A N1) E. CLARK. Judge oi
•aid u>un
at
Ellsworth, this aeveutb
day cf May. in tbe year of our Lord
eae thousand nine buodnd aud eigoteen
t-'Laa* E. McLLa*. Acting Kegiater.

...

Carl K Mllliken...*.Island Falls

It will relieve you

‘-mutMi *iitnloltua(cr of the estate ol said
Abble D. Alien, a sis-

RKFRRSBNTAT1VB TO CONORS**.

John A Peters

quickly and improve your general condition by cleaning your system of impure

Miss

town

band at

FOR UNITED STATBT SENATOR.

If you feel

pr***nUd by
deceased.
said deceased.

primaries

Hancock

assistant

A Red

WINTER HARBOR.

county offices, who
county in
Monday, June 20:

on

as

Columbia Falls.

ho W ill be

Htate and

will be voted for in

dinner
accumulations

W

tion

COUNTY NEWS

in June.

or

Below is • complete list of republican
and democratic candidates for nomination

tbe

Atwood's Medicine.

of Those

Voted F

There's no blood-purifier or
real corrective of constipation that is more economic-

JJTkmr-nt

I

I

PRIMARY CANDIDATES.

M

a&t>rtti«rmrm*.

CARING FOR HOMELESS THOUSANDS
FROM RUINED VILLAGES OF FRANCE

WATER POWERS
IN MAINE

That “Something-of-the-Spirit” Which the Devastating Hun Could
Not Crush Out of the People Makes Them Quickly Respond
to Help Given by the American Red Cross and the
French Charitable Agencies.

ANY MAN TO ANY MAN
not know how other men feel about it but I find
if hard, with all that is happening to the world today,
to look a small boy in the face.
When a small boy looks trustingly up to me and

IDO
see

his world

—

the world he thinks he is

going

to

afraid.

have, in his eyes, I
The look in his eyes of the world he thinks he is
am

going

to have cuts

me to

always

feit I

1 have

quick.
had an understanding
the

with

a

small boy before
But the last four years when he looks at me in that
old way and I think of his world—the one I see in his
eyes—the one I had myself—the one every small boy
has a right to, I see suddenly instead the one that is
being left over for him by me, bv all of us. the one he will
have to try to put up with, have to live in, have to be a

in, when you and I have stopped trying.

man

JJyen when I face the small boy I want to go off
in a ftide high place alone and think and ask God. I
want to go down into the city and fight—fight with my
money and with my hopes go over the top with my
religion and then come back and face the small boy.

There

days during this struggle when

are

my soul

is spent and all the world seems made of iron and glass
and all these crowds of people flocking through the
streets who do not seem to care.
It seems as if I would not turn over my head to save
It does not matter about
world to live in myself.
me—and some days the people I see go by almost

a

...

make

me

think it does not matter about them.

ring great

church bells to call

people

to

the Red Cross!
Rile for

man's

My
finding out just how much he
should subscribe to the Red Cross is this:
a

Put down your name and address on the blank
and leave the amount open to think. Then try going
past a schoolhouse about four o'clock w hen the children
are pouring out
Or in the

evening when the house is quiet put
down your name and the best figure you dare on the
white paper.
Then go upstairs a minute and look in the crib.
Then look at your blank when you confe down
once more.

THE WAR’S RECOMPENSE
The original of this verse was found
bravely fought and as nobly died. The

on

American soldier who
Is yet unknown.

an

man

Who Is going to take care of them
and thglr mothers, and these old. bent
pe.qHe. who are such a detached, trlfling part of France's million a>id a
half refugees?
For three and a half year* Franco
hr- been doing the best she could as
they jsmred In endless streams from
Belgium and from all the Invalid districts of France, w hile she had to pit
her strength against that pushing German line w hich would have surged Into
Paris through any break.
But every
day they ruipe in greater numbers, lost
anl helpless, from beautiful villages
and towns and cities that now are
heaps of ruins. But that something of
the spirit was still not crushed out—
It responded to the sunlight. Geniuses
like Miaisleur Peltier and Monsieur
Mlmmn and the nun who meets every
train that comes Into Kvlan with the
repatriated, knew- this.

j
|

j

|

Ye who have faith to look with fearless eyes
Beyond the tragedy of a w'orld at strife,
And know that out of death and night shall rise
The dawn of ampler life.

Rejoice, whatever anguish rend the heart.
That God has given you a priceless dower,
To live in these great times and have your part
In freedom’s crowning hour.
That ye may tell your sons who see the light
High in the heavens—their heritage to take_
“I saw the powers of darkness put to flight,
I saw the morning break."

A MESSAGE FROM EDWARD N. HURLEY,
chan-man of the United States Shipping Board.

dollar that has been appropriated by the AmeriCross in this war has welded closer that
relationship between the United States and the nations of

EVERY Red
can

the Entente, a relationship that will have a marked effect
upon the peace council that is coming.
If this work of spreading the gospel of mercy is to
continue, every man, woman and child in this republic
must give the American Red Cross his fullest support in

its second campaign for $100,000,000.
Our boys in Europe are looking to us to back them up
and I know of no better means of supporting them than
through the instrumentality of the American Red Cros3.
The good it has already accomplished and the comforts and welfare it will provide later when the stress
of war becomes greater for the United States forces, make
it imperative that the second fund of $100,000,000 be a
■pontaneous gift ->n the part of the American people.

commission
of the
The French
American Red Crow, with the $100.000.000 war fund behind It. on Its ar1
rival In Paris consulted with the dispensary—a
traveling dispensary,
French government how It could best ] which goes from town tg town, the
help. And the glory of the American doctor and nurses caring for the sick,
Red Cross Is the principle of co-opera- and teaching child welfare as they go—
tion It established there, and by which welcomed as angels by those who have
The first thing it did for suffered such agencies.
It works.
And there Is still another kind of refrefugees in France was to make Itself I
the co-operator—and never by any j ugees—whose Jousney, It Is no sacrichance the rival—of all the exist- lege to say, has been like the t»'ny of
ing agencies official and nonofficlal for the cross; yet sometimes ending at last
their welfare. It put a grant of 5,000.- in the human happiness of reunion;
000 francs (about $1,000,000) in the more often in sorrow again, after that
hand* of the French government for Its j dramatic, thrilling moment when they
refugees. And It began to find or pre- re-enter France after long exile in the
pare decent lodgings for the thousands hands of the captors. These repatriupon thousands of them squeezed into j ated from Germany, Belgium'and inParis attics.
vaded parts of France are brought
There had been wonderful Initiative, back through Evian.
Here the Hed
characteristically French, in many Cross has established hospitals and
cases In meeting these inpourings of
j dispensaries to care for those too weak
the homeless. The case of Monsieur to go farther, and to segregate and
Peltier and a group of gendarme* (who care for those with Infectious diseases,
correspond to our policemen) is one ] thus preventing the spread of contaof the great stories of the war. Here gion throughout France.
It Is:
So the Red Cross works. Wherever
One day—It was early In the war— hard-pressed guardians of French civithe gendarmes of two arrondlssements, lization*—whether official or not—are
or wards, in Paris received an official
unable to grapple successfully with the
telegraph that about 1.800 refugees tremendous problem which, these endwould arrive the next morning for less streams of refugees bring them,
them to take care of. So!—no provi- then the Red Cross stands ready to
sion, no money, no roof, no place to strengthen their efforts with American
put them, no anything, but 1.800 of money and Americun service.
them, nevertheless, due to arrive the
next morning—and their responsibility 1
Monster Peltier, the chief of one of
SNAKE WENT CRAZY
these wards, called a conference.
These gendarmes, or Frightened a Whole Toym and Bit
First, money!
a Dog.
policemen, puf each a hand In his own
pocket, and produced two francs; and
A mad snake scare has seized the
after the conference they told the town of Richfield, Pa., as a result of
small shop keepers along the streets of the biting of John Watt's dog by a rattheir wards and they added to this tler recently.
The dog showed alpooled sum for the start-off. Every- most all the symptoms of a developone’s two francs on the table, there ing case of rabies.
The bite became
That very sore, swollen and painful.
rose tile question of lodgings.
.was the rub.
Finally someone timidly
Snakes have never before been so
suggested the huge building that had restless In these parts as now, and.
been in former times a seminary for owing to the biting of Watt's dog. the
priests. In the famous old square of natives are catching all they can find
St. Sulplce. A part of it was being roamlug at large and are confining
used for a museum.
That question ; them for observation to determine
settled!
whether they have hydrophobia.
Work of M. Peltier.
Henry Baird, foreman at the Hawke
11-foot black racer
Mattresses and stoves were rushed quarry, caught an
In. And when these weak, frightened, the other day and Is keeping him In
barret.
If be
dazed people were brought to the sernl- an abandoned whisky
nalre the next morning by the gen- acts queerly Henry will chop ofT the
head and send it to the anatomical
darmes, there was water to wash In.
and food to eat, and mattresses to laboratories for analysis.
—
sleep on. So began the famous Secoura
de Guerre, Inspired and directed by
WIFE STUDIES FRENCH
keen, kindly Monsieur Peltier.
Every day since It has sheltered and Prepare* to Talk to Soldier Husband
fed between 1.800 and 3,000 refugees.
When He Return*.
Its godfathers, the gendarmes, are
“When my husband comes back I
of
it.
prond
don't propose to let him have a lanIt Is a shifting population, of course,
guage I can't undergtnnd or talk." deand
thousands
who
have
passed j dared the wife of a Winona (Minn.)
the
Secoura
de
Guerre
through
have soldier, a member of a
prominent fambecome absorbed In the farming provily. who enrolled for the study of
inces of the south, or In working com- French at the
Winona High school at
munities. With all of the refugees w'ho the
opening of the term.
have been absorbed Into the life and
According to Superintendent J. V.
work of a community, the problem Is
I Voorhees, the woman Is one of a numsettled temporarily. But what of the ber who have taken
up studies In the
more than 123,000 crowded into Paris
school.
attics, who with the 25 cents dally
French Is the popular subject. Womprovided by the governsieat saanot en are preparing to take the
places
rents
and
live
pay
decently?
1 of a*an In the business field.

j

j

|

There

One of the chief advocate* of
State ownership tn a speech at

Portland

on

It. raid:

February

fewer shot downs

were

in Maine resulting from the oral
shortage than in almost any
state lu the i'nion.

"The State of Maine is helpless. her hands are tied, our peo-

The Lewiston Journal cites
the fact that with but one ex-

ple are suffering

ception

oar

Lewiston and Auburn

with the cold,
business has stopped, our
mills are idle and the State of
Maine, gifted with the power of
life, as is no other State in the
Union, lies stricken in the dead
of winter."

the mills and shops of

able

were

to run because of water and hydro electric power.
This condition obtained at Bath, where
the ships are building; at Portland where ships are building
and where munitions are being
made for the government; at

On another occasion the same

Westbrook and Sanford; at
Watervtlle
at
Skowhegan;
Iliddeford ami Saco; in fact at
all the manufacturing centers of
the Stats, the mills were superior to the coal situation excepting for heatiug purposes.

gentleman, said:

"Hut Maine water powers will
not be camouflaged; their development means too much to
our people who have been cold
and hungry this winter for lack
of coal to keep them warm and
to run the mills where they get

The subject of heatiup
electricity will be discussed

their wages.

More Wretched People.
While these gloriously brave people
were finding them solves, though under
constant danger of falling bombs. Infinitely more wretched people fnrthe,
away were clinging to the ruins of
their towns. While the mothers worked
In the fields or munition factories, the
children—many of whom were lost
from their mothers or left when these
women were taken by the invaders—
grew like wild things—filthy, untaught,
untrained, some of them left hulf-wltted by the terrors. They were used to
crawling Into holes when bombs or
shrapnel fell.
Monsieur
Mirman
found
them—
gathered them up Into barraeks at
Tout—cnlb-d to the Hed Cross and the
American fund for French wounded.
And these two organizations, working
together, lilted up the bn Tracks (there
Is a pretty room with gay chintz there
now) atjd established a hospital and a

Red Cross Co-operates.

Then suddenly I go by troops of school children at
four o’clock pouring out into the streets,
pouring
tike fire, pouring like sunshine out into the streets I
It is as the roll of drums for the Liberty Loan!
I want to

For them the Red Cross has hooom#
expert In house hunting.
Nothing In
the wav of a oossIMHty e»eapes them,
and now and then they have a tremendous find—like, the Mg model tenements at 62 Hue Lelhnltz and In the
Avenue du Maine that had to be left
unfinished when the war broke out.
Completed with Red Cross help, these
two buildings alone are now sheltering
in well-lighted apartments about 3.000
persons, representing 420 families.
Monsieur Peltier made a city within
a seminary lo Purls, and Monsieur Mirman. prefect of the district of Meurtheet-Moselle, made a city within a great
military barracks at Nancy. The refugees came from neighboring towns
wtdch had seen every form of outrage,
and some of them were from Gcrbevlller—that town which will he Immortal through Its martyrdom.
In the
schoolrooms that "grew up" In the barracks little ones learned not to be terrified at any unexpected sound, and
after a while even begun to play. Girls
and young women learned to keep
house well and economically, and to
make charming clothes that were also
practical. In preparation for a happy
life after the war. A garage was made
Into a community theater, another Into
a chapel—It Is the French genlosl

!

By GERALD STANLEY LEE

I

By MARIAN BONSALL DAVIb.
When you walk between rows of
destroyed home* In the ruined village*
I of France you always find something
left among the wreckage that speak*
Intimately to your own heart. It tmy
be a broken flower pot with dried root*
*1111 clinging: an Image of the Virgin
*t!ll standing In her oval niche In a
fragment of a wall; a baby's broken
cradle: a twisted garden tool. All the
bayonets and Incendiary’ torches and
guns of the Invaders have not been
able to crush out something of the
spirit which lingers there.
And they have not been able to crush
It out of the tragic processions of
the homeless, as they are driven hither
and thither—sometimes as slaves by
their conquerors: sometimes to flee
where they will, from violence and deSome day, as you walk
struction.
briskly on an errand through the
atreets of Paris, you see a group of
them coming In. slow-moving, bewilThere Is a terrible Intimacy
dered.
about this sight, and most of all about
the little ones who have seen hideous
things and are too young to know that
they are not a common part of Ufa.

by
tn a

later article.

WM. M. PENNELL,

(Signed)

Publicity Agent

for
Rl'MFORD FALLS POWER CX).,
OXFORD PAPER OO.,
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER OO.,
UNION WATER POWER CO.,
UNION ELECTRIC POWER LO„
RESERVOIR
ANDROSCOGGIN
«>.,
srr. croix paper tx>..
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.,
ANDROBCOGOIN MILLS,

INTERNATIONAL PAPER TO.,
ANDROSCOGGIN ELECTRIC COHILL MANUFACTURING CO.,
LEWISTON BLEACHEKY A DYE
WORKS,
PEPPEKELL MANUFACTURING
TO.,
BATES MANUFACTURING CO.,
EDWARDS MANUFACTURING
CO.
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SULLIVAN.

EAST

Benjamin

Johnson

sold

200 bushels of

herring from bit weir May 20.
Mra.

Belle

Higgins it making
tended visit in New York.

an

ex-

E. W. Doyle, salesman for tbe Portland

Rendering Co., ia at borne on
Sidney Doyle ia employed

on

tbe rail-

repair carpenter.

road a»

Mr. and

Robert Wooater are the
Wooater'a sister, Mra. E.

Mrs.

guests of Mra.
G. PTeble.

Mra. Pbila Richards ia
Mrs.

vacation.

a

Julia A. Dyer,

with ber mother,

who

been

baa

kit

Johnson

nearly a cripple from
making U bard for
bim to do hit bit in farming.
Frank

which

Tbe first
school

is

ia

held

Oliver Sunday
church. May 19.

of tbe

session

waa

at

tbe

It will meet each Sunday at 10
Tbe
bad

a

sale

a. m.

Nortbport

might
all-day picnic. The
party, about sixty-five, left on the Golden
Kod
about 8.30
a.
m. on
Saturday,
and have

enter

evening.

Hasty wbo bas rented tbe Eugene
Hanna place, is expected this week. He
bas been delayed in leaving Dixmont by
illness in his family. Tbe furniture ar-

that ttie students

an

equipped

with all

that Mr.

Hanaon

the

necessary eatables
well knows how to

*o

prepare. A great many of the party got
off at Nortbport and spent the forenoon in

bunting for
to the

new

birda and flowers

Twenty-five

calendar.

to add

remained

board and went to Belfast, where, after
doing aom* shopping, they met at the
post office at 11 o'clock and started oti the
four-mile walk
to
Join the others.
After
line
the
dinuer,
customary

on

of

activities

of

the

abandoned

w«»

unuaual

becaux

warmth,

the

and

spent in a more leisurely
way. Several who spent the afternoon on
the beach were surprised to see their sbo*-*
floating out to sea. Had it not been for
the bravery of Mias Rowe, the 'shot**
would not have been recovered.
It was
was

ncticed that those who

plight

senior class of Sullivan high school
sociable, with abort program and
of ice-cream, at tbe grange ball

Friday

threw wide the doom of her cot-

tage at

afternoon

several weeks.

lameness

kindly

live

inland, and

to the habits of the
7 30 p.

m.

were

are

salt

in

this sad

not accustomed
water.

About

the boat returned for the

Bongs and
May 20.

cheers enlivened the

trip

party.
home.
R

I)r.

rived last week.
Mrs.

Ginn, while bolding a
place of trade, waa savagely

Bessie

horse at

a

attacked

by a rooster.
France, would

over

in

Her
no

husband,
doubt have

approved tbe way abe skirmished to get
possession of a broom,
all over for Mr. Rooster.
Mra. Smith

and

then it

was

He fled.

Bunker and Mra. George
brother. Nathan Bun-

Whalen visited ber

ker, at East Newport recently. Mr. Bunker has just purchased a farm and mill
there. Pearl D.
Robertson took Mr.
Bunker's car from here.
Mrs. Whalen
and Mrs. Bunker making tbe trip with
bim.

few

a

day*.
Mis* Laura Cleave* spent the week-end
at

Steuben.
Mias Frances Atwater
week-end guest

was a

E. W.

of Weat Sullivan
Mrs.

of her cousin,

Bridge*

John Workman, who have
•pent the winter in New York and New
Haven, arrived Thursday.
Mr. and Mr*.

Stinson, jr., a student at Jefferson
college, Philadelphia, ia at borne
awaiting a call to Piattaburg.
John

medical

t'apt. and Mrs. John H. Coombs, who
spent the winter in Franklin, nave
returned home. Capl. Coomb* is in poor
have

health.

May 21.

U.

Kev. Mr. Kuutll

u

spending

liberty pole

several

one was

ia

same place
beginning of

set, in the

raised

at

the

few

days

the Civil war, awaiting the dedication of
the Bag* on Thursday, May 23. A l\ 8.

days

last

Bag 10x15 feet, a service Bag 4x6 feet, containing ten start, and a third Liberty loan
honor Bag, will be unfurled, with fitting

a

in Caatine.

George Kaye spent

The
where

CABT1NE.

week in

PROHPECT HARBOR.
J. B. Cole of Watervill** ia here for

Boston.

Cunningham of Bangor ; exercise*.
C.
spent the week-end here.
May 21.
The freshmen from the Belfast high j
HANCOCK POINT.
school spent Saturday in Caatine.
G. A Martin of Calais ia visiting bis
Prof. Brown of Bangor preached at the
Congregational cborch Sunday morning. daughter, Mr*. Lester Hail.
Miss

In

Gladys

Miss Caroline Bilaby, who is teaching
Northeast Harbor, spent the week-

end here.

Mrs. Cora Curtis Hatch of Fairfield

Crosby and daughter Dorothy
week for Waterville, where they

Mrs. Hath

left last

W. A. Crabtree ia in Ellsworth
G. L. Monroe.

Mrs.

caring for Mrs.

a

wt-ek-end visitor at H. M.
Arthur

will reside.

ton last

J. M. Vogel] and son Edward went
Bangor Sunday, to have Edward's arm
set, behaving broken it several days ago
by falling.

home.

Mrs.

to

Ladies’

night

Saturday.
spent.

Ice

was

A moat
cream

held at Castine grange

enjoyable evening

and cake

were

was

Hodgkins’.

Kief sod family came from Bosweek, sod opened their summer

George Grant and daughter, Mrs.
and children of Albany, N. Y.,
are at their cottage.
M. R.
May 30.
Mrs.

Holmquist

was

served.

Kalph Norton spent Wednesday night in
town, returning to his steamer in New
York Thursday.
u.
May 20.

C'OKKA..
Stewart ia employed at the
Prospect ilarbor bouse.
Mia* Vein)*

Harry Bishop was taken to the
at Bangor Thursday and operated
upon tor appendicitis.
Poster Tracy and Gardner Young bare
Mrs.

hospital

NORMAL SCHOOL NOTES.

Bupt. Thomas sod Dr. A. K. Winship, editor ot tbe Journal of Education,
visited tbe school Thureday.and addressed
tbe normal and high school students.
For tbe third
time, Mrs. Ferguson
State

gone to eastern Maine to work on a tar®’
Harry Wasgatt and Joseph Paul have al»°
gone

as

May

farm

20.

boy*.
8-

